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I. Horticulture Graduate Programs Overview

The Graduate Program in Horticulture at Michigan State University is one of the oldest, largest, and most prestigious Horticulture graduate programs in North America, and is recognized internationally for its scholarly development of research scientists, extension specialists, and horticultural business leaders in the economic plant sciences.

One of the strengths of the Horticulture Graduate Program is founded in the interdisciplinary and integrative nature of horticulture, allowing graduate students a great deal of flexibility in designing their individualized programs of study and research. Students have access to state-of-the-art research facilities, including laboratories, greenhouses, growth chambers, and both on- and off-campus field research stations. Horticulture faculty develop and procure funding for individual and multidisciplinary team research projects, providing a wide range of opportunities for Masters and Doctoral students.

A graduate degree in the Horticulture Graduate Program draws upon the expertise of ~30 faculty members in the Horticulture Department, as well as advisory expertise of many faculty from across campus in basic plant biology, pathology, entomology, forestry, agronomy, genetics, biochemistry, marketing, food science, health and nutrition, engineering, climatology, etc. At MSU, work towards the graduate degree involves training and experience in research, teaching, and professional communications with peers, industry, and the public. It is the goal of the Horticulture Graduate Program to produce the leaders of tomorrow who can integrate knowledge and resources from multiple disciplines to improve the performance, production, profitability, and environmental sustainability of high value crops.

Role of the Horticulture Graduate Programs Committee (GPC)

The purpose of the Horticulture Graduate Programs Committee (GPC) is to foster and maintain high standards of education and development for all graduate students in the MSU Horticulture Department, whether enrolled in the Horticulture Graduate Program or enrolled in interdepartmental graduate programs. The GPC develops and recommends departmental graduate policies to the Horticulture faculty and department chair, and monitors adherence to them. The GPC reviews graduate program applicants, awards departmental fellowships, and monitors the progress of each student to avert problems and irregularities that might develop during their graduate career. The GPC is available to meet with all graduate students in the department, individually or collectively, to discuss any issues in their graduate preparation and careers that may arise. Students may also submit written inquiries or issues to the GPC.

Current GPC Membership (2014-15)

The GPC is composed of departmental faculty members appointed by the Department Chairperson, plus a graduate student representative selected by the Horticulture Organization of Graduate Students (HOGS). All GPC members have voting privileges. The responsibilities of the Graduate Program Director (GPC Chair), Program Assistant, Subcommittees, and HOGS Representative are listed in the Appendices.

Graduate Program Director (GPC Director) Dr. Randy Beaudry (beaudry@msu.edu)
Program Assistant Cheryl Neuhardt (neuhard1@msu.edu)
Graduate Curriculum Subcommittee Dr. Paolo Sabbatini (sabbatin@msu.edu)
Dr. Amy Iezzoni (iezzoni@msu.edu)
Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee Dr. Dan Brainard (brainar9@msu.edu)
CANR Graduate Committee Representative Dr. Ryan Warner (warnerry@msu.edu)
HOGS Representative Shujun Ou (oushujun@msu.edu)
Graduate Student Responsibilities

Learning, adhering to, and completing the graduate program requirements for the M.S. and/or Ph.D. degrees is the responsibility of the student, in partnership with appropriate guidance from the major professor, the student’s Advisory/Examining Committee, the Horticulture Graduate Programs Committee (GPC), and other ex officio sources of guidance including regular and adjunct faculty, the Horticulture Organization of Graduate Students (HOGS), departmental and university staff, etc. The Horticulture Graduate Handbook summarizes the departmental policies, requirements, paperwork, and timelines related to graduate education. Graduate students should retain a copy (either electronic or printed) of the Handbook for guidance and reference throughout their graduate careers.

The graduate student should submit and maintain correct and up-to-date records with their major professor and the Graduate Programs Assistant. The student, the major professor and the Advisory/Examining Committee will plan the Program of Study as well as the M.S. Plan A thesis (or M.S. Plan B study) or Ph.D. dissertation research. The major professor is the student's most important advisor in the graduate degree program, and should be kept informed of activities, progress, data, and challenges. Advisory/Examining Committee members serve a valuable function in guidance and research experience. Frequent, short conferences with the major professor and Advisory/Examining Committee are better than infrequent, long conferences. Such regular contact helps prevent miscommunications and/or mismatched expectations at a later date.

The Graduate Programs Committee and the Horticulture Organization of Graduate Students are jointly responsible for an annual Orientation program for all new students. This program is held prior to the beginning of each Fall semester (mid- to late-August), and attendance is required for all new or continuing students who have never participated due to circumstances beyond their control. Important departmental, college, and university policies, including those regarding program academic requirements, safety procedures, and ethical conduct of graduate research, are covered during the Orientation program.

Graduate Program Components and Plan Options

M.S. in Horticulture, Plan A

Graduate students in a Plan A Masters program must complete prescribed courses and conduct original research, under the supervision of the major professor and the Advisory/Examining Committee, on a selected problem related to Horticulture. A hypothesis must be proposed and tested. A review of the literature in the selected area of study should precede the experimental work. The data collected must be analyzed, interpreted, and presented in the form of a bound thesis and appropriate peer-reviewed articles in scientific journals.

M.S. in Horticulture, Plan B

Graduate students in a Plan B Masters program must complete prescribed courses and conduct in-depth study, under the supervision of the major professor and the Advisory/Examining Committee, on a selected problem related to Horticulture. A review of the literature in the selected area of study should precede the development of a comprehensive research report, in lieu of an experimental research-based thesis. A Plan B Masters degree is expected to be a terminal degree, not suitable for students planning to continue their education in a doctoral program.

Ph.D. in Horticulture

Graduate students in a Doctoral program must complete prescribed courses and conduct original and innovative research, under the supervision of the major professor and the Advisory/Examining Committee, on a selected problem related to Horticulture. One or more hypotheses must be proposed and tested. A review of the literature in the selected area of study should precede the experimental
work. The data collected must be analyzed, interpreted, and presented in the form of a bound dissertation and appropriate peer-reviewed articles in scientific journals.

Interdepartmental and Cross-Departmental Graduate Programs

In addition to graduate study in horticulture leading to the MS or PhD in Horticulture, students in the Horticulture department may enroll in interdepartmental graduate programs, such as Plant Breeding and Genetics, Environmental Science and Policy, Genetics, etc. or to develop cross-departmental graduate programs involving other departments such as Food Science, Human Nutrition, Pharmacology and Toxicology, and Plant, Soil and Microbial Science, etc. Graduate study in any of these graduate program options may include coursework in horticulture, plant protection (entomology and plant pathology), food science, marketing, forestry, agronomy, agricultural engineering, education, landscape design, etc.

Transfer from a Completed M.S. to Ph.D. Program

A student who concludes the M.S. program at MSU and desires admittance to the Ph.D. program should ask that the major professor send a letter of acceptance, approved by the Department Chair and the Graduate Programs Director, to the Dean. This letter will constitute acceptance and will initiate the change in status on the student’s record.

Direct Admission to Ph.D. without Completion of M.S.

It is often desirable, but not mandatory, for students to earn a M.S. degree before proceeding to a doctoral degree. Direct enrollment in a doctoral program by students who have only a bachelor's degree will be approved on a case-by-case basis during admissions by the GPC, with consideration given to the student's prior academic coursework, research experiences, and recommendation by their proposed major professor.

II. Selection and Role of the Major Professor

Generally, the student's major professor (i.e., the thesis or dissertation advisor) is determined before the student is admitted and enrolled in the graduate program, in accordance with the interests of the student and the availability and willingness of a faculty member to serve in that capacity. The student should contact the major professor immediately upon arrival at MSU. The major professor will guide, challenge, mentor, and aid the student throughout all phases of the degree process. Initially, the major professor should help in establishing the student’s Advisory/Examining Committee (see below), the Program of Study (see below) and the topic of the graduate research project. Major Professors on leave shall provide for the necessary guidance of their students during their absence. More in-depth information on the mentoring relationship between the major professor and graduate student can be found in the MSU Research Integrity website (http://grad.msu.edu/researchintegrity/)

Changing Major Professors

Should a situation arise in which the student feels compelled to change major professors, before relations are severed with the initial major professor, the student must identify another faculty member who is willing to serve in that capacity. Any change must have the approval of the Department Chair, the Graduate Programs Director, and the present and future major professors. Failure to do so may result in a request for the student to withdraw from graduate studies.
III. Selection and Role of the Advisory/Examining Committee

The role of the Advisory/Examining Committee is to provide expanded expertise and guidance to the graduate student in their academic preparations and conduct of original research. This committee assists the major professor in advising the student regarding courses to be taken and research to be conducted; reviews and approves the student’s Thesis/Dissertation Research Proposal (see below); and administers written and oral examinations to determine the student’s level of competence. The major professor serves as chair of the committee. The Advisory/Examining Committee is responsible for ensuring the adequacy of the overall graduate training program. Further information on the appropriate role of student-faculty mentoring and advisory relationships can be found in the MSU Research Integrity website (http://grad.msu.edu/researchintegrity/)

Committee members are chosen by the student with the approval of the major professor. The Advisory/Examining Committee for M.S. students shall be comprised of three or more faculty members, including the major professor and at least one member from outside the Department of Horticulture. The Advisory/Examining Committee for Ph.D. students shall be comprised of four or more faculty, with at least one member from outside the Department of Horticulture.

The Advisory/Examining Committee must be established during the first semester of enrollment (excluding summer semester) for M.S. students and during the first two semesters of enrollment (excluding summer semester) for Ph.D. students. Students whose forms (designating the composition of their Advisory/Examining Committee) have not been filed within the given time limits will have a hold placed on registration.

With the approval of the department chair, an exception may be granted to allow an Emeritus faculty member to serve as one of the four required faculty members on a doctoral student's Advisory/Examining Committee; in addition, an Emeritus faculty member may continue to serve as the chairperson of an Advisory/Examining Committee. Persons who are not MSU regular faculty who can contribute to the student's program also may serve as members of the Advisory/Examining Committee, with approval of the department chair and providing that the number of such persons does not exceed the number of regular faculty on the Committee.

A non-tenure stream faculty member can serve as on the Advisory/Examining Committee upon approval by the Dean of the Graduate School. Requests should be made in writing and must include 1) a copy of the faculty member’s vita along with a letter from the faculty member summarizing his/her background and qualifications to serve in this capacity and 2) a letter from the Horticulture chair supporting the request to serve in this capacity, with a supporting signature from the Dean of the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources. The Dean of the Graduate School may request additional information and will decide on the eligibility of the non-tenure stream faculty member to serve in the requested capacity.

Once the guidance committee is designated, the student has the responsibility to call all members to meet periodically (a minimum of once per calendar year) to review and oversee the student’s progress. A graduate student may change the membership of the Advisory/Examining committee only with the approval of the department chair or his/her designated representative. The student should complete a Change in Committee Member form (Appendix A-8). The unit also may change the Committee membership with the concurrence of the graduate student in accordance with University, College, and Departmental policies. The membership of the Committee may be changed as appropriate for changes in the dissertation topic. Advisory/Examining Committee members on leave shall provide for the necessary guidance of their advisees during their absence.
IV. Horticulture Graduate Degree Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>MS Program Due:</th>
<th>Ph.D. Program Due:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change of provisional admission status to regular enrollment.</td>
<td>Courses required to satisfy provisional admission must be completed within the 1st or 2nd semester of enrollment.</td>
<td>Courses required to satisfy provisional admission must be completed within the 1st or 2nd semester of enrollment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal and University regulations and policies require that all research involving human or animal subjects must be approved.</td>
<td>Must be approved before the beginning of any research.</td>
<td>Must be approved before the beginning of any research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of Advisory Committee.</td>
<td>During the 1st semester of enrollment</td>
<td>During the 1st or 2nd semester of enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule an Advisory Committee meeting to develop and submit the <strong>Program of Study</strong>.</td>
<td>By the end of the 1st semester of enrollment (excluding Summer semester).</td>
<td>By the end of the 2nd semester of enrollment (excluding Summer semester).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare and submit research proposals to Advisory Committee and GPC.</td>
<td>Within one (1) year of initial enrollment.</td>
<td>Within one (1) year of initial enrollment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare and submit Semester Progress Report.</td>
<td>Every semester.</td>
<td>Every semester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete written and oral Comprehensive Examinations.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>During the semester following completion of 80% of the Program of Study course work or no later than the first semester after completion of two years of Ph.D. enrollment, whichever comes first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Announcement to all faculty of the comprehensive examination</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>At least 8 days before Oral Exam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling of thesis or dissertation defense</td>
<td>No later than 5 weeks before the end of the semester in which graduation is to take place.</td>
<td>No later than 8 weeks before the end of the semester in which graduation is to take place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of major professor-approved thesis or dissertation to Advisory Committee for review.</td>
<td>At least 2 weeks before date of thesis defense.</td>
<td>At least 2 weeks before date of dissertation defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Final Examination form and abstract with Graduate Program</td>
<td>At least 8 days before defense.</td>
<td>At least 8 days before defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission of thesis or dissertation to Graduate School.</td>
<td>See Graduate Program Assistant for exact semester deadline.</td>
<td>See Graduate Program Assistant for exact deadline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion of Masters or Doctoral Program.</td>
<td>Within 5 years from first enrollment in the M.S. program.</td>
<td>Within 8 years from first enrollment in the Ph.D. program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students Admitted Provisionally

Provisional status indicates that the newly-admitted student lacks certain courses or other requirements considered as essential preparation for the graduate program. A provisional student should need no more than eight (8) credit hours of such courses to make up deficiencies listed for regular admission; students needing more than eight (8) credits may be required to complete a second B.S. degree in horticulture. Courses required to satisfy provisional admission must be taken as soon as possible (i.e., within the first or second semester of enrollment). Essential courses will be taken as collateral and will not apply toward the minimum number of credits required for the degree. Collateral courses will be specified at the time of admission and may include other courses identified by the major professor. A passing grade (2.0) must be earned in collateral courses. The major professor may petition the Graduate Programs Committee for a waiver of specific provisional courses under clearly justified circumstances. International students admitted provisionally for language deficiencies must take classes at the English Language Center, and restrictions are placed on the number of academic courses they may take. The English language deficiency must be corrected within two consecutive semesters.

Prior to admission or by the end of their first semester, the major professor and the student may jointly petition the Graduate Programs Committee to waive a required prerequisite course if the major professor determines that the lack of such a course is not likely to impact the student’s graduate program or career. If such a petition to waive is granted, this would remove the provisional admission status with regard to the course in question (and thus waive the requirement for the student to complete the course during their graduate program).

Establishing the Program of Study

The Program of Study consists of the prescribed course work and research to be performed by the student during the completion of the graduate degree. Programs will vary considerably depending on the student’s background, interests and areas of research. Generally, students pursuing M.S. degrees take one to two courses per semester concurrently while conducting their thesis research. Students pursuing Ph.D. degrees generally take fewer courses and focus more heavily on dissertation research. The program should be developed with two goals in mind:

1) to provide the necessary tools to carry out the thesis or dissertation research, as well as future professional and scientific endeavors;
2) to provide a strong background for the student's vocational interest.

A change in the Program of Study requires completion and approval of an Academic Program Change form (Appendix A-7).

Program of Study for M.S.

1. The program of study will be developed initially through consultation between the major professor and the student. Courses to be taken should fit into a unified plan aimed at providing the student with a comprehensive background in the chosen area of interest. Initiative in program design by the student is encouraged. The program should be presented at the initial meeting with the Advisory/Examining Committee.
2. Course and research credit requirements are as follows:
   a. At least 30 credit hours beyond a B.S. degree.
   b. More than half (16) of these credits must be in courses at the 800 or 900 level, including research.
   c. A minimum of three (3) credit hours of 800 level courses in Horticulture (not including HRT 894 or HRT 899).
   d. At least one (1) credit hour of Horticulture Seminar (HRT 894).
   e. Research credits for Plan A (HRT 899) may vary from six to ten (6 to 10) depending on the thesis problem selected. Research credits for Plan B (HRT 898) may vary from two to six (2 to 6).
Courses below 300 cannot fulfill the credit requirements stated under (2a) above; they may be taken as collateral courses to meet minimum requirements or background deficiencies. Courses numbered 300-399 are allowed only upon written permission from the Associate Dean of the College. For the M.S. degree, a minimum of six (6) credits must be earned in residence on campus. A year of residence consists of two semesters, involving completion of at least four (4) credits of graduate work each term.

Program of Study for Ph.D. (Report of Guidance Committee)

1. The program of study will be developed initially through consultation between the major professor and the student. Initiative in program design by the student is encouraged. It should be presented at the initial meeting with the Advisory/Examining Committee.

2. Course and research credit requirements are as follows:
   a. No specific number of course credit hours are required for the Ph.D. The Advisory/Examining Committee will consider the background, research needs, and desires of each student to determine required coursework. All students using University services must be registered each semester for a minimum of one (1) credit hour of research (HRT 999).
   b. At least two (2) credits of Horticulture Seminar (HRT 894).
   c. A minimum of 24 and a maximum of 36 research credits (HRT 999).

For the Ph.D. degree, one year of residence on campus beyond the M.S. degree is required. A year of residence consists of two semesters, involving completion of at least four (4) credits of graduate work each term.

Submission of the Program of Study

Upon approval by the major professor and guidance committee, the Program of Study should be presented to the Graduate Programs Committee for review and suggestions before formal submission to the Associate Dean for Academic and Student Affairs for approval. Suggestions by the GPC should be seriously considered to better prepare the student for professional opportunities. Approval by the Graduate Programs Director and the Associate Dean formalizes the student's Program of Study as a requirement for the degree.

The M.S. Program of Study must be filed in the Horticulture and approved with by the Dean's office before the beginning of the second semester of enrollment (excluding summer semester); the Ph.D. Program of Study is due in GradPlan and approved by Horticulture and the Dean's office by the end of the second semester (excluding summer). The student is responsible for determining that all necessary steps are completed by the appropriate date. A hold will be placed on the student’s registration if deadlines are not met.

The major professor must submit, with Advisory/Examining Committee approval, any subsequent program changes in writing to the Associate Dean through the Graduate Programs Director.

Michigan State University now permits concurrent applications for admission to two graduate programs, each with a separate application fee. This option will be available for applications for Academic Year 2014-15 admissions.

Transfer Credits

Graduate credits earned at another institution may be transferred to Michigan State University for the M.S. (maximum of nine semester credits) or Ph.D. degree in partial fulfillment of the requirements. Credit acceptance is determined by the major professor and Advisory/Examining Committee and must be approved by the Department and the CANR Associate Dean. The credits must be appropriate to the degree and earned within the time limits given above. The credits must not have been used toward another degree. A "credit evaluation form" must be filed with the Program
of Study. This evaluation may result in credits transferred being less than credits earned. (see University Graduate Studies Catalog).

Work in Absentia

Courses taken at MSU off-campus centers are of equal value to on-campus courses. Courses taken should have prior approval of the major professor, Department Chair and CANR Associate Dean. Courses taken without approval may or may not be accepted for credit. Work in absentia may be done with Advisory/Examining Committee approval.

Research may be performed at off-campus sites as well, ranging from affiliated sites such as experimental stations and farms to arrangements with private horticultural producers to research conducted in foreign countries. For graduate students traveling abroad for research or attendance at conferences, several travel-related MSU resources should be consulted for issues related to safety, health risks, immunizations, transport of university materials, etc. These include:

- MSU Travel Clinic (http://travelclinic.msu.edu)
- MSU International Studies and Programs (http://isp.msu.edu/travel/)

Departmental (Non-Credit) Seminars

Although not included in the Program of Study, all students are expected to attend and participate in departmental seminars. Students can be held responsible for subject matter in departmental seminars during their Comprehensive Examination.

Deferred Grades (DF)

The required work must be completed and a grade reported within 6 months, with the option of a single six-month extension. If the required work is not completed within the time limit, the DF will become U (Unfinished) and will be changed to DF/U under the numerical and Pass-No Grade (P-N) grading systems, and to DF/NC under the Credit-No Credit (CR-NC) system. This rule does not apply to graduate thesis or dissertation work.

Graduate Research

All graduate students must conduct original research, under the supervision of the major professor and the Advisory/Examining Committee, on a selected problem related to Horticulture. The Department of Horticulture requires all M.S. and Ph.D. students to write an acceptable Thesis/Dissertation Research Proposal as part of their graduate program. Such proposals should include the 7 Essential Elements of a scientific research proposal (see below). The Research Proposal is not an exact blueprint of all research that may be conducted during the course of the doctoral program, since results from initial or preliminary experiments may dictate alteration of the hypothesis, methodology, or design; rather, it must demonstrate a sufficient level of understanding of the researchable problem, the appropriate methodology, and scientific rationale to be approved by the student’s Advisory/Examining Committee for scientific content and by the GPC for the Essential Elements (see Research Proposal Requirement forms). Failure to do so will result in an “unacceptable” evaluation on the semester report, and two consecutive such evaluations may result in termination (see section VII – Minimum Academic Standards for Continued Enrollment). The experimental data collected must be analyzed, interpreted, and presented in the form of a bound thesis (M.S.) or dissertation (Ph.D.). (Candidates for the M.S., Plan B, must submit a research report in lieu of a thesis).
The 7 Essential Elements of a Masters of Science Research Proposal

A baseline expectation for all Masters of Science (Plan A) students associated with the MSU Horticulture Department is that they develop a brief research proposal that addresses each of the following elements pertinent to developing scientific research skills:

1) one or more testable hypotheses
2) clear research objectives
3) rationale for the proposed research, including a scientific literature review and, if available, preliminary data
4) feasible proposed research methodology
5) expected outcomes
6) potential impact
7) pertinent literature citations

Masters students (Plan A) in the Horticulture graduate program are required to write a thesis based on their original research; the process of developing a concise research proposal is an appropriate and necessary prerequisite for the eventual completion of the research thesis. The research proposal, to be developed in close consultation with the major professor, should clearly identify each of the 7 Essential Elements. The proposal should be reviewed and approved by the student's graduate advisory committee within one year of initial enrollment in the M.S. program. The Graduate Advisory Committee should assure that the above 7 elements are addressed clearly and adequately in the submitted research proposal. Following Advisory Committee approval of the research proposal, it must be submitted to the Graduate Programs Committee (see submission form in Appendices, p. 34) for inclusion in the student’s file records, at which time it also will be reviewed by the GPC solely to confirm that the essential elements have been addressed (i.e., not for detailed content). If there is an omission or inadequacy in the essential elements, the GPC will return the proposal to the student and major professor and identify the element that fails to adhere to departmental expectations. The student will be required to correct the proposal within a specified time in order to continue making adequate progress towards the completion of their graduate program.

The 7 Essential Elements of a Doctoral Research Proposal

A baseline expectation for all Doctoral students associated with the MSU Horticulture Department is that they develop a doctoral research proposal that addresses each of these elements (derived from federal granting agencies, i.e., NRI-USDA, NSF, etc.):

1) one or more testable hypotheses
2) clear research objectives
3) rationale for the proposed research, including a scientific literature review and, if available, preliminary data
4) feasible proposed research methodology
5) expected outcomes
6) potential impact
7) pertinent literature citations

Doctoral students in the Horticulture graduate program are required to develop a written research proposal that clearly identifies each of the 7 Essential Elements. The proposal should be reviewed and approved by their Graduate Advisory Committee within one year of initial enrollment. The Graduate Advisory Committee should assure that these 7 elements are addressed clearly and adequately in the submitted research proposal. Following advisory committee approval of the research proposal, it must be submitted to the Graduate Programs Committee (see submission form in Appendices, p. 35) for inclusion in the student’s file records, at which time it also will be reviewed by the GPC solely to confirm that the essential elements have been addressed (i.e., not for detailed content). If there is an omission or inadequacy in the essential elements, the GPC will return the proposal to the student and major professor and identify the element that fails to adhere to departmental expectations. The student will be required to correct the proposal within a specified time in order to continue making adequate progress towards the completion of their graduate program.
Responsible Conduct of Research

All faculty, graduate students, post-doctoral associates, staff, and other department employees (including undergraduate workers) who contribute to the design, execution, analysis, and/or reporting of research must undertake initial and refresher training sessions in the Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR). For new graduate students, this usually begins during the department’s annual graduate orientation program prior to Fall semester. The specific annual and refresher training requirements are noted in the Appendices (see Required Education/Training in Responsible Conduct of Research and Scholarship). HRT graduate students are required to complete a minimum of three of the seven training workshops offered by the graduate school. These include: Workshop #2: (Scientific Communication, Rights to Data, and Authorship); Workshop #3 (Crediting the Works of Others and Avoiding Plagiarism); and Workshop #5 (Misconduct in Research & Creative Activities). In addition, each student is expected to read “On Being a Scientist, A Guide to Responsible Conduct in Research” (online or paperback, http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=12192&page=R1). Authored in 2009 by Ralph J. Cicerone, Charles M. Vest, and Harvey V. Fineberg and the National Academy of Science, the National Academy of Engineering and the Institute of Medicine.

For details regarding such workshops as well as expectations associated with the responsible conduct of research at MSU, see http://grad.msu.edu/rcr/. It should be noted that a common job interview inquiry for graduate students seeking academic and research positions is to explore what formal and informal training was obtained during their graduate career in research conduct and scientific integrity.

Graduate research experimental designs, original data, and analyses should be archived in a bound laboratory notebook plus computer files, as appropriate. The major professor should have established research group procedures and standards for recording, storing, and presenting data. Students should routinely back up all data in both their personal files/computers and in a common file/computer of the major professor’s designation. The course NSC 830 (Nature and Practice of Science) is a valuable 1-credit review of recommended scientific best practices, including principles and practices of research integrity and professionalism.

Students should discuss both raw and analyzed data at regular intervals with their major professors. Regular discussion of data is vital to successful analysis, interpretation, and ultimately peer-reviewed publication of experimental research. The original data, notebooks, and files from all graduate work remains the property of Michigan State University, although copies may be made for graduating students to retain when they leave MSU.

Graduate Teaching Experience

The Department of Horticulture strongly recommends, but does not require, that graduate students participate in a meaningful teaching or extension experience as a part of their graduate program. However, the department does not employ Graduate Teaching Assistants (formal teaching assistantships are governed by the MSU-GEU contract, see http://geuatmsu.org/). The intent of a graduate teaching experience is to provide students with an academic and professional opportunity to prepare and deliver an educational program that will enhance their overall qualifications and preparation for career opportunities.

The most common method of gaining a teaching experience is to develop a mentoring relationship with a faculty member or members involved in the teaching of an organized course or in the delivery of the educational program at a major extension function during at least one academic semester. Students are responsible for contacting faculty members to arrange for development of this voluntary teaching experience, during which the student will work in conjunction with the faculty in all aspects pertaining to the organization, conduct and evaluation of the course or program. Another option or additional opportunity would be to enroll in SME 870 (Teaching College Science). For Ph.D. students, it is recommended that the teaching experience be completed or scheduled at least two full semesters before the final examination.
Teaching experiences may include, but are not limited to, helping organize a new course or reorganizing an existing course; determining what plants, materials and supplies are needed and securing them; assembling, preparing, or revising teaching or extension materials; teaching one or more lectures or laboratories; teaching one or more laboratory sections; preparing, proctoring, and grading exams; grading papers and other assignments; organizing and conducting field trips or extension programs; supervising undergraduate teaching assistants; and other assignments related to teaching or extension. Generally, the time spent in a teaching experience will vary depending upon a student's background, experience, and course or program requirements, as negotiated with the faculty mentor.

The primary responsibility for determining how the teaching experience is to be fulfilled rests with the student and his/her major professor, subject to the opportunities available with teaching mentors during the student's graduate career. The Graduate Teaching Experience form should be obtained from the Graduate Program Assistant before the teaching experience begins, to document the anticipated duties by the proposed faculty teaching mentor and to obtain approval of the major professor and the GPC. A subsequent evaluation by the faculty teaching mentor will be added to the form, which will be placed in the student's file upon completion of the teaching experience. Any graduate student who has developed a teaching experience as an assistant in a course cannot subsequently take that course for credit. However, students may develop multiple teaching experiences (each requiring completion of a new form) or mix different types of teaching experiences, such as enrolling in SME 870, developing a classroom teaching experience, and/or developing an extension teaching experience.

The Graduate School offers a certification program in College Teaching (http://grad.msu.edu/collegeteaching/). It is designed to help graduate students organize and develop their teaching experience in a systematic and thoughtful way, with assistance from faculty and campus offices and programs, in a manner similar to that already in place for research experience. As part of this program, participants will develop a teaching portfolio to highlight, organize and reflect upon their teaching experiences. Upon completion of the program, the student will receive an MSU Certificate in College Teaching from the appropriate department or college. A transcript notation will also be provided.

International students who develop a teaching experience involving classroom lectures or other verbal guidance to and/or oversight of students should arrange to take the SPEAK test (http://elc.msu.edu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=69&Itemid=32) at the MSU English Language Center. If a student fails to pass the minimum all-University standard of English proficiency, he/she may not teach classes without the approval of the English Language Center.

Graduate Career and Professional Development

While not a formal graduate degree requirement, students in the MSU Horticulture Graduate program are expected to develop professional and leadership skills for their post-graduate careers. The MSU Graduate School offers a variety of resources towards this end, including workshops, activities, web links and contact people to help graduate students organize a wealth of available information according to different phases of their graduate program (http://grad.msu.edu/). The PREP website (http://grad.msu.edu/prep/) focuses on four professional skills that are key to career and professional development: planning throughout the graduate career to identify and successfully achieve career goals; developing resilience and tenacity to thrive through personal and professional stages; practicing active engagement in making important life decisions and in acquiring the skills necessary to attain career goals; and attaining high standards of professionalism in research and teaching. Employing these skills at every stage of the graduate program helps students to maximize their opportunities for professional growth, discover a fulfilling career path, and enhance their professional success.

Graduate students who must travel outside the U.S. to conduct required thesis or dissertation research should visit the “Travel Smart” website (http://grad.msu.edu/travel/) before their trip. See also additional information about graduate research travel in the Handbook section on “Integrity and Safety in Academic and Research Activities - Research Involving Travel or Transportation of Materials or Data”.
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V. Thesis/Dissertation Preparation and Defenses, Comprehensive and Final Oral Examinations

Writing Standards

Students should refer to appropriate published style manuals for assistance in writing papers for courses, scientific publications, theses and dissertations. A good example of a manual relied upon by scientists is the CBE Style Manual (Council of Biology Editors, Committee on Form and Style. 1994. Scientific style and format: the CBE manual for authors, editors, and publishers. 6th Ed. Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press). International students may wish to enroll, preferably early in their graduate careers, in the English for Academic Purposes Program (http://elc.msu.edu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=175&Itemid=27) at the MSU English Language Center.

Publishing of Theses/Dissertations

The formatting guide for electronic submission is at the following web site: http://grad.msu.edu/etd/docs/formattingguide.pdf. MSU only accepts electronic theses and dissertations submitted via ProQuest. The instructions for electronic submissions are available from http://grad.msu.edu/etd/.

The target date for the FINAL APPROVAL of an electronic Thesis or Dissertation to the Graduate School for graduating the semester of that submission is FIVE working days prior to the first day of classes for the next semester (see future target dates below). Be aware that a submission via ProQuest does not mean that the document has been ACCEPTED. The review process is interactive and final approval can take anywhere from a few hours to weeks, depending upon the extent of the necessary revisions and how diligent the author is when making the necessary revisions.


Graduation on the semester of the electronic submission is only guaranteed if the document is APPROVED on or before the target date for that semester

New Exit Surveys: A new short online exit survey for all students graduating with a Plan A or Plan B masters or with a Doctoral degree was introduced May 9, 2011. Only students who have applied for graduation will have access to the survey. The survey asks questions about educational experiences in MSU graduate programs, as well as about immediate professional plans. The Graduate School uses data from this survey when reviewing graduate programs and to guide decisions about services and initiatives for graduate students.

The identity of all respondents will be kept confidential and only aggregate (group) information will be made available to faculty and administrators. The students will receive an e-mail message from the dean of the graduate school with a link to the survey. However, students do not need to wait for that e-mail message to complete the survey after applying for graduation. It takes about 5-10 minutes to complete the online survey. Below are the instructions for completing the survey and they are also available from http://grad.msu.edu/etd/

Instructions for students:
• Access the following website:
  • Doctoral Students: https://www.egr.msu.edu/doctoral/survey/
  • Master’s Students: https://www.egr.msu.edu/masters/survey/
• Enter your MSU NetID (Login Name) and Password
• Complete all the items on the survey. When finished, click Submit.
If you cannot open this survey, please contact mailto:destination-survey@egr.msu.edu and include your name, student ID #, degree level (PhD, MA/MS) and semester of graduation. You will then be notified when you are able to complete the survey.
Preparation of the Masters Thesis (Plan A)

The Masters thesis is based on original research conducted in partial fulfillment of requirements for the M.S. degree and is prepared under the supervision of the major professor. It must be approved by the Advisory/Examining Committee. The thesis may be written either in journal paper format, with each chapter prepared as an independent manuscript, or in the "classical" chronological style. Guidance for writing may be found in the Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations (http://grad.msu.edu/etd/docs/formattingguide.pdf). A list of recent dissertations is available from the HRT Graduate Programs Assistant.

A copy of a draft of the thesis that has been reviewed and approved by the major professor is given to each member of the Advisory/Examining Committee for review at least eight (8) weeks prior to the end of the semester in which the student expects to graduate. The thesis defense (final oral examination, see below) may be scheduled no earlier than two weeks after the draft has been given to committee members. Students should keep in mind that more than one review by the Committee may be needed prior to full Committee approval. An abstract, not exceeding 150 words should be prepared. The final draft must be prepared for electronic submission to the Graduate School according to regulations prescribed in the Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations noted above. Information on distribution of the thesis, uploading to ProQuest and copyrighting can be found in the same publication.

All masters theses will be uploaded as a PDF through ProQuest and the abstracts published in Masters Abstracts or Dissertation Abstracts and made available online (http://libguides.lib.msu.edu/dissertations). Online posting is considered by the University to be a form of publication but does not preclude printing the thesis in whole or in part as a journal article or monograph.

M.S. Final Oral Examination (Plan A Thesis Defense or Plan B Exam)

Prior to scheduling of the Plan A thesis defense (final oral examination) or Plan B final oral examination, all changes to the student's Program of Study must be approved and any incomplete or deferred grades (except HRT 898 or 899) resolved. The defense/examination should be scheduled after the thesis has been reviewed by all members of the Advisory/Examining Committee and their suggestions have been incorporated, and no later than five (5) weeks before the end of the semester in which the candidate expects to graduate. Students must be registered for at least one (1) credit hour during the semester of the final oral examination. Term break is considered part of the previous semester.

The thesis must conform to University format as directed in the Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations (http://grad.msu.edu/etd/docs/formattingguide.pdf), and should not be bound prior to the exam. A departmental seminar based on the student's thesis research will precede the examination. Upon scheduling the seminar, a "Final Examination" form and a copy of the thesis abstract must be filed with the Graduate Program Assistant at least eight (8) days before the examination. Faculty will be notified by the Graduate Program Assistant at least seven (7) days prior to the seminar and examination. The oral exam may cover any course work taken, seminars given in the Department, the research project selected, and any related work.

All members of the Advisory/Examining Committee must be in attendance throughout the student's seminar and final examination. If a Committee member must be absent, his/her designated substitute (approved by the Graduate Program Director) must attend. The thesis and the student’s performance on the final oral examination must be approved by a positive vote by at least three-fourths of the voting examiners and with not more than one dissenting vote from among the regular
MSU faculty members of the Advisory/Examining Committee. Within 48 hours after the conclusion of the exam, the major professor shall submit a final examination form to the Graduate Program Assistant. Following the final examination, the thesis shall be modified as directed by the Advisory/Examining Committee and submitted for distribution as outlined in the Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations.

In the case of a defense failure, a student may be required to repeat the examination, but must wait at least one full semester, but not more than two, before doing so. If the second exam is not passed, the student will be required to withdraw from graduate studies in the Department of Horticulture. There is a five (5) calendar year time limit, from initial enrollment, for completion of the M.S. degree requirements.

**Ph.D. Comprehensive Examination**

A comprehensive knowledge of the student's major and related fields must be demonstrated to the Advisory/Examining Committee by written and oral examination. The Comprehensive Examination must be completed successfully for the student to be advanced to candidacy for the doctoral degree and therefore eligible to schedule their dissertation defense. Students must be registered during the semester(s) in which they take the Comprehensive Exam; they should schedule and take the exam (a) during the semester following completion of 80% of the Program of Study course work or (b) no later than the first semester after completion of two years of enrollment in the Ph.D. program, whichever comes first. A student who does not meet this requirement may not be allowed to register for the following semester. Exceptions may be petitioned, prior to the deadline, by the student with support of his/her major professor and his/her Advisory/Examining Committee to the GPC. Scheduling of the written and oral exams and reserving the examining room, via the Graduate Program Assistant, is the responsibility of the student.

The written Comprehensive Exam must be taken and passed at least two weeks prior to the oral exam. The length of, and procedures for, the written examination will be determined by the Advisory/Examining Committee. The graded original written exam questions will be retained in the student’s graduate program file in the Horticulture department for three years.

Announcement of the date and time of the oral Comprehensive Exam will be made to the Horticulture faculty in writing by the Graduate Programs Assistant at least seven (7) days prior to the exam. Oral exams should not be scheduled later than 2:00 p.m. The student must provide the necessary information for the announcement to the Graduate Programs Assistant at least eight (8) days prior to the exam (i.e., 24 hours before the announcement is due). The announcement must include the following statement: "All members of the comprehensive committee, or their designated representatives, must be present during the entire examination." An Advisory/Examining Committee member who is unable to attend will name his/her representative, who must have prior approval by the Graduate Program Director or GPC member who will serve as Moderator of the oral Comprehensive Exam.

The oral Comprehensive Exam will be chaired by a member of the Graduate Programs Committee; he/she does not have voting privileges but shall moderate the Exam, determining the procedures to be followed, appropriate duration and breaks, etc. (see Moderator’s Guidelines in Appendices) to ensure that the student is given a fair examination. Other (non-Advisory/Examining Committee) faculty members may attend the Examination, question the candidate, and discuss student performance, but they will be excused immediately prior to voting by the Advisory/Examining Committee, which has the responsibility to determine the criteria for successful passage of the Exam.

The potential outcomes of the Exam are 1) unconditional pass, 2) pass with recommended additional preparations, 3) fail with the potential for re-taking the Exam, or 4) fail with no potential for re-taking the Exam (a recommendation of termination of the graduate program). The Comprehensive Exam must be passed with a maximum of one dissenting vote of the Advisory/Examining Committee. If the student does not pass but is accorded the potential for re-taking the Exam, the re-examination must be rescheduled after a minimum of one, and a maximum of two, semesters of additional study. A student may petition the Graduate Programs Committee for an extension in time under extenuating circumstances. An extension must have approval of the Dean and the Graduate School. A student may repeat the Comprehensive Exam only once; failure to pass
a second examination within the time limits shall constitute dismissal from the graduate program. The Moderator of the oral Comprehensive Exam shall submit the Examination Decision Form to the Graduate Programs Assistant within 24 hours of the beginning of the oral Exam.

For students who were enrolled in the Spring and plan to take their Comprehensive Exams during the immediately following Summer semester, the department can request a waiver of the requirement that the student be enrolled for at least one credit the semester of the Comprehensive Exam. These requests are to be directed to the Graduate School and must be endorsed by the student’s department and college.

The following moderator’s guidelines have been adopted by the Graduate Program Committee and are to be made available before the comprehensive examination takes place.

**Doctoral Oral Comprehensive Exam - Moderator's Guidelines**

Upon the scheduling (as outlined in Section V of the Graduate Handbook) of the Comprehensive Examination by doctoral students with the Graduate Programs Assistant, a copy (paper or electronic) of these guidelines is to be provided by the Graduate Programs Assistant to 1) the doctoral student, 2) each of the Advisory/Examining Committee members, and 3) the Graduate Programs Committee member who will serve as oral Exam Moderator/Chair. Prior to the Oral Exam, the Graduate Programs Assistant will provide the Record of Comprehensive Examinations (exam decision) form to the Moderator for recording the outcome of the Exam.

Charge to the Exam Moderator:

The role of the Oral Exam Moderator is to conduct the flow of the exam, helping to assure rigor and to advocate fairness in the communications between the Advisory/Examining Committee and the student candidate. The Moderator shall determine the order of questioning, the reasonable duration of overall questioning as well as that by each Committee member (and any attending faculty who are not members of the Advisory/Examining Committee), when to take breaks during the exam, etc. The Moderator may also ask questions of the candidate. Once the period of questioning (which is open-ended) reaches its logical conclusion, the Moderator shall excuse the candidate to leave the room momentarily, and then shall facilitate the faculty discussion of the student's performance, culminating in each Advisory/Examining Committee member's vote for: 1) unconditional pass, 2) pass with recommended additional preparations, 3) fail with the potential for re-taking the exam, or 4) fail with no potential for re-taking the exam (a *de facto* recommendation of termination of the graduate program). The Comprehensive Exam must be passed with no more than one dissenting vote of the Advisory/Examining Committee. For any of the four outcomes enumerated above, any Committee member casting a "fail" vote must provide a brief written statement (as an addendum to the Record of Comprehensive Examinations form) regarding their decision, including the major deficiency(-ies) in the performance and any advice for the student's preparation towards an exam re-take if appropriate. The Moderator shall submit the Record of Comprehensive Examinations form (and the addendum, if necessary) to the Graduate Programs Assistant within 24 hours of the beginning of the oral exam.

Charge to the Advisory/Examining Committee:

The student comes before you as a candidate for the Doctor of Philosophy - thus, not a doctorate of horticulture per se, or biochemistry, or molecular genetics, etc. To be sure, competency in the student's overall coursework and in their research area is of utmost importance and should be rigorously examined. However, competency in broader aspects and issues of the plant sciences, the sciences in general, and indeed, philosophy and matters of current events or importance to a global perspective are not only fair game, but can and should be rigorously explored as well. During the student's Oral Examination, their Major Professor's role is that of Advisory/Examining Committee member, not as Exam Moderator or Chair. Other (non-Advisory/Examining Committee) faculty members may attend the Examination, question the candidate (adhering to the Moderator's conduct of the Exam), and discuss student performance if desired, but such faculty guests will be excused by the Moderator immediately prior to voting by the Advisory/Examining Committee.

Charge to the Ph. D. Candidate:
The goal of the Doctoral Comprehensive Examination is to determine what you know and how much you know, including the limits to your knowledge. Thus, there may be times when you don't know an answer or, indeed, there may not be a clear-cut correct answer. In these cases, your Examining Committee will evaluate how you think, how you problem solve, how you put together a coherent train of thought to draw upon what information is available to you and move towards a state of greater knowledge, particularly when simple memorization of facts is not sufficient for arriving at your answer.

Thus, it is acceptable (and sometimes imperative) to acknowledge that you don't know an answer; yet, be prepared for the questioner to continue to have you pursue moving beyond your acknowledgment of having no ready answer. It is acceptable (and sometimes imperative) to rephrase the question back to the questioner, to be clear about what is being asked. It is acceptable to go to the blackboard as you or the Examining Committee deem necessary to work through a biochemical pathway, to graph a cause and effect response, or to sort out a logical flow of information.

General Flow of the Oral Exam:

The general flow of the Oral Exam is at the discretion of the Moderator. For example, the Moderator may ask the doctoral student for their preference of order for questioners. The order of questioning by Advisory/Examining Committee members should take precedence over that by any guest faculty members. Most Oral Exams are comprised of at least two rounds of questions by each Committee member - for example, each questioner can pursue their initial line of questions until they are satisfied or until the Moderator determines that it is time to move on. Any Committee member or guest faculty can join in the follow-up to questions even if they did not ask the original question. Generally, Moderators may attempt to go through the entire Committee's first round of questions before taking a break, but a break should be taken earlier if any Committee member or the student or the Moderator so desire. There will be a second opportunity, and more if needed, for each Committee member to pose additional questions beyond the "first round", until the entire Committee and the Moderator is satisfied with the rigor and content of the Exam.

Preparation of the Doctoral Dissertation

The Doctoral dissertation is based on original research conducted in partial fulfillment of requirements for the Ph.D. degree and is prepared under the supervision of the major professor. It must be approved by the Advisory/Examining Committee. The dissertation may be written either in journal paper format, with each chapter prepared as an independent manuscript, or in the "classical" chronological style. Guidance for writing may be found in the Graduate School Guide to the Preparation of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations (http://grad.msu.edu/format.htm). A list of recent dissertations is available from the Graduate Programs Assistant.

A copy of a draft of the dissertation that has been reviewed and approved by the major professor is given to each member of the Advisory/Examining Committee for review at least eight (8) weeks prior to the end of the semester in which the student expects to graduate. The dissertation defense (final oral examination, see below) may be scheduled no earlier than two weeks after the draft has been given to committee members. Students should keep in mind that more than one review by the Committee may be needed prior to full Committee approval. An abstract, not exceeding 350 words should be prepared. The final draft must be prepared for electronic submission to the Graduate School according to regulations prescribed in the Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations noted above. Information on distribution of the thesis, microfilming fee and copyrighting can be found in the same publication.

All doctoral dissertations and masters theses will be uploaded as a PDF through ProQuest and the abstracts published in Masters Abstracts or Dissertation Abstracts and made available online (http://libguides.lib.msu.edu/dissertations). Online posting is considered by the University to be a form of publication but does not preclude printing the thesis in whole or in part as a journal article or monograph.

Definition of “Full Time Status” during dissertation research and preparation: A minimum of 1 credit per semester is necessary for doctoral students who: 1) have successfully completed all
comprehensive examinations and are actively engaged in dissertation research or preparation, or 2) are doing department-approved off-campus fieldwork related to preparation of their dissertation.

**Ph.D. Final Oral Examination (Dissertation Defense)**

Prior to scheduling of the dissertation defense (final oral examination), all changes to the student’s Program of Study must be approved and any incomplete or deferred grades (except HRT 898 or 999) resolved. The defense/examination should be scheduled after the dissertation has been reviewed by all members of the Advisory/Examining Committee and their suggestions have been incorporated, and no later than five (5) weeks before the end of the semester in which the candidate expects to graduate. Students must be registered for at least one (1) credit hour during the semester of the final oral, including Summer semester. Term break is considered part of the previous semester.

The dissertation must conform to University format as directed in the *Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations* ([http://grad.msu.edu/etd/docs/formattingguide.pdf](http://grad.msu.edu/etd/docs/formattingguide.pdf)), and should not be bound prior to the exam. A departmental seminar based on the student's dissertation research will precede the examination. Upon scheduling the seminar, a "Final Examination" form and a copy of the dissertation abstract must be filed with the Graduate Program Assistant at least eight (8) days before the examination. Faculty will be notified by the Graduate Program Assistant at least seven (7) days prior to the seminar and examination. **The oral exam may cover any coursework taken, seminars given in the Department, the research project selected, and any related work or issues pertinent to academia, science, and society as befits the earning of a Ph.D. (doctorate of philosophy).**

All members of the Advisory/Examining Committee must be in attendance throughout the student's seminar and final examination. If a Committee member must be absent, his/her designated substitute (approved by the Graduate Program Director) must attend. The dissertation and the student’s performance on the final oral examination must be approved by a positive vote by at least three-fourths of the voting examiners and with not more than one dissenting vote from among the regular MSU faculty members of the Advisory/Examining Committee. Within 48 hours after the conclusion of the exam, the major professor shall submit a final examination form to the Graduate Program Assistant. Following the final examination, the dissertation shall be modified as directed by the Advisory/Examining Committee and submitted for distribution as outlined in the *Michigan State University FORMATTING GUIDE for Submission of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations.*

In the case of a defense failure, a student may be required to repeat the examination, but must wait at least one full semester, but not more than two, before doing so. If the second exam is not passed, the student will be required to withdraw from graduate studies in the Department of Horticulture. The time limit for completion of the Ph.D. degree is eight (8) calendar years from initial enrollment.

**Final Certification of Degree Requirements**

The candidate must indicate that he/she expects to complete their graduate degree requirements during registration for their anticipated final semester. The Degree and Certification form is submitted to the Graduate Program Assistant, who will verify that all requirements are complete and return the form to the Degree Certification Office. The following information is included on the final certification:

1. Names of Advisory/Examining Committee members (Ph.D. only)
2. Date of passing comprehensive examination (Ph.D. only)
3. Date of thesis or dissertation acceptance
4. Date of final examination
5. All courses, with grades, on the Program of Study, including grades for research credits for M.S. candidates

**VI. Minimum Academic Standards for Continued Enrollment**
Graduate program academic standards include grade point average (GPA); demonstrated ability for designing, conducting, and analyzing research; competency in major field of study; and rate of progress toward the degree. The minimum academic standard for course work (excluding research credits) is an overall GPA of 3.0. Courses in which a grade below 2.0 is earned must be repeated. A graduate student whose GPA falls below a cumulative 3.0 for more than one semester may not hold an assistantship; students with a cumulative GPA below 3.0 for two consecutive semesters may be terminated (see next paragraph). For graduation, a GPA of at least 3.0 in prescribed courses (the Program of Study), exclusive of collateral courses and research, is required.

Continued enrollment in a graduate degree program without suitable and necessary academic progress for retention is an expensive disservice to a student and the faculty. Judgment regarding semester progress (see below) is made by the major professor, with additional input by the Advisory/Examining Committee, and is reported to the Graduate Programs Committee. If minimum standards are not met, the GPC may recommend termination (in writing, with a copy to the student and the student’s major professor) to the Department Chair, who will meet with the student and their major professor to discuss circumstances and appropriate options. Such a recommendation from the GPC will serve as a written warning to the student prior to any formal dismissal actions, as required by MSU Graduate Student Rights and Responsibilities (GSRR 2.4.9). As warranted, the Department Chair may terminate the student or request their withdrawal (similarly subject to the appropriate procedures in accordance with the GSRR document, [http://splife.studentlife.msu.edu/graduate-student-rights-and-responsibilities](http://splife.studentlife.msu.edu/graduate-student-rights-and-responsibilities)).

The student’s departmental graduate file can be reviewed at any time by the student in the presence of the Graduate Programs Assistant but may not be removed from the Horticulture Graduate Office. Each student’s file typically contains their admissions paperwork, their semester progress reports, their Program of Study and other forms relating their graduate program requirements including comprehensive and defense examinations, their semester grades, paperwork relating to assistantships and/or fellowships, awards, and all other communications pertinent to their graduate program and progress. Students have the right to challenge the accuracy of any materials held within the file by submitting a letter of challenge to be included in their file.

**Semester Progress Reports**

Prior to registering for each subsequent semester, continuing students must complete a Semester Progress Report (see Appendices) to document progress made toward the degree. After completion, the student should schedule a meeting with his/her major advisor to discuss the report. The last page of the report includes a form to be completed by the major professor. This includes an evaluation of the student’s progress (acceptable/unacceptable) for research and course work. The entire Progress Report, including the evaluations, should be discussed and signed by both the student and the major advisor, serving as written notice or warning when academic performance or progress is judged to be unsatisfactory.

The signed Progress Report should then be forwarded to the Graduate Program Director for review and acknowledgement (by signature) of the progress that has been made. A copy of each signed Progress Report in the student’s graduate program file is available to the student from the Graduate Programs Assistant. Failure to complete and submit each semester’s Progress Report in a timely manner can result in a “hold” placed on the student’s ability to register for the next semester and/or, following an unheeded warning from the Graduate Program Director that the Progress Report is overdue, a recommendation from the GPC for termination to the Department Chair (see above). Similarly, a graduate student who has received two consecutive unacceptable evaluations on their Semester Progress Reports (see above) may be recommended by the GPC to the Department Chair for termination, as described above.

**Conflicts and Grievance Issues**
Students experiencing conflicts with their major professor, an instructor, a faculty or staff member, a fellow student, etc. should first attempt to meet with the party to discuss and resolve the issue in question. Participation in the periodic Conflict Resolution Workshops offered by the Graduate School and/or the MSU Ombudsman (http://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/) is also recommended for strategies to resolve or avoid conflicts. If resolution between parties is not achieved sufficiently, the student may then request a meeting with the Chair of the GPC, the Department Chair, or in appropriate cases, the Ombudsman. If informal means do not settle a conflict, a formal grievance may be filed with the MSU Ombudsman (https://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/grievance-procedures/index.html), who will then follow standard university grievance procedures. A formal grievance must be initiated by the midpoint of the semester following that semester in which the grievance is perceived.

VII. Integrity and Safety in Academic and Research Activities

Academic Integrity

The consequences of plagiarism, data fabrication and/or manipulation, and other forms of academic dishonesty are severe, ranging from failure of courses to termination of enrollment to revocation of degrees already issued (for further examples, see https://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/academic-integrity/index.html or http://grad.msu.edu/publications/docs/integrityresearch.pdf). Vigilance with regard to academic integrity is ever more critical with the ubiquitous use of personal computers and the internet for information searches, file scanning, word processing, data entry and analysis, etc. While citation of sources of information remains essential, it is also critical for students to interpret and re-state all cited information in their own words; “blocking and pasting” in word processing programs and/or the changing of a few words in an otherwise original sentence constitute common, yet serious, forms of plagiarism. Research ideas often evolve from readings of literature that can be cited and/or discussions with faculty and graduate colleagues that can be acknowledged. It is better to err on the side of magnanimously including other peers in the scientific evolution of your ideas and research approaches, which will likely lead to increased recognition of your own intellectual collegiality and innovativeness, rather than risk omitting a peer scientist or colleague who has influenced your thoughts and experiments.

As noted earlier, maintaining a detailed and up-to-date bound research notebook provides an important component of the scientific method. Such notebooks are invaluable for documenting the evolution of ideas and hypotheses, the design of experiments, the acquisition of raw data, and the interpretation of analyzed data. Students are advised to back-up their electronic data files regularly and to provide an updated copy of such data to their major professor by the end of each semester (required on the Semester Progress evaluation form). If research notebooks are not retained at all times in the laboratory, students must be ready to present and review their notebooks with their major professors at all times. Failure to do so can result in an unacceptable semester evaluation, with the due consequences outlined previously.

Reaffirmation of Commitment to Intellectual Honesty and Integrity

Below is an action taken by the University Graduate Council which appears in the minutes of the Council dated March 3, 1980. In order to make it more visible, it was requested by the MSU Council of Graduate Students (COGS) that this be distributed to deans and department chairs:

WHEREAS academic excellence requires intellectual honesty; and
WHEREAS the publication of someone else's intellectual efforts including that of graduate research assistants as one's own is intellectual dishonesty; and
WHEREAS the Academic Freedom Report, Section 2.1.2. states in part that the instructor "should avoid exploitation of students for private advantage and should acknowledge significant assistance from them. He/she should protect students' rights as defined herein";
BE IT RESOLVED that graduate students be recognized in material published by members of the University community according to the significance of their contributions;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the University Graduate Council urges those students who believe their rights to have been violated by intellectual dishonesty, to make use of existing University procedures including the existing grievance procedure;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that members of the University community who are aware of intellectual dishonesty see that the evidence is presented to the appropriate department chairperson and, if necessary for the protection of the student, to the college dean;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the University Graduate Council urges the president to direct deans, directors and chairpersons to give complaints of intellectual dishonesty their most immediate attention so that they may be resolved quickly and fairly.

In 2010, the Academic Council and Academic Senate revised the Integrity of Scholarship and Grades Policy (see www.msu.edu/~acadgov/documents/ISGACapproved2_24_09final_polished_editedversion3_3_09.pdf).

Research Involving Human Subjects

Any research that involves asking individuals questions in a systematic manner (including not only surveys but such activities as panels for tasting or rating of horticultural products, etc.) requires prior approval by the University Institutional Review Board (IRB). Examples include asking a group of growers the same questions, asking students questions, or asking other individuals the same questions as might be found on a survey. The process requires the completion of some university approval forms, and the review process can take from 2 to 4 weeks. The instructions and forms are found at (http://www.humanresearch.msu.edu/). Approval must be made prior to any data collection. If, in the planning of the project, there are no techniques developed to identify the individual respondents or tie respondents to particular answers (e.g., resulting in anonymous data collection), the expected data can be classified as “de-identified”. This is important since data analysis is considered to be part of the research process. Approval enables the research applicant to conduct activities for one year before termination paperwork or extension paperwork must be submitted. However, analysis and publication writing can be conducted on de-identified data once the termination paperwork has been submitted.

Research Involving Radiation, Chemicals, or Biological Agents

Nearly all graduate research studies in horticulture frequently involve some use of chemical, and less frequently biological or radioactive, agents in the course of laboratory, greenhouse, or field studies. The MSU Office of Radiation, Chemical, and Biological Safety (http://www.orcbs.msu.edu) oversees appropriate and required programs for training and certification of all individuals involved in the safe use and disposal of such agents, many of which are regulated at the federal level. The consequences to the individual, major professor, department, and university for improper use, storage, and disposal of such agents can be severe. All students are introduced to the departmental safety officer(s) and briefed on the processes for interacting with ORCBS during the new graduate student orientation prior to Fall semester.
Research Involving Travel or Transportation of Materials or Data

MSU Technologies (http://www.technologies.msu.edu/) and the Copyright Licensing Office facilitate the commercial development and public use of technologies and copyrightable materials developed by MSU faculty and staff, as well as process and track Confidential Disclosure Agreements, Material Transfer Agreements, and other documents relating to collaborative arrangements with non-MSU entities. Any research-related travel may require development of Material Transfer Agreements and/or Confidentiality Agreements (http://www.technologies.msu.edu/forms-and-policies); these may apply to MSU research materials, software, biological materials, or data sets that are involved in movement to or from campus. If in doubt about upcoming travel, check with MSU Technologies to obtain an assurance or the appropriate paperwork that may be needed for any transport of MSU materials subject to inspection by the Transportation Security Administration in checked or carry-on luggage. Graduate students have been detained by airport TSA agents and denied boarding when research materials were found that lacked appropriate authorization paperwork.

When students appointed as RAs travel abroad for research or to collaborate with foreign investigators, the department or research grant supporting the work is required to pay for all needed vaccinations and or medications (e.g., anti-malarials) as determined by the MSU Travel Clinic. Students may include those costs in applications for funds from the Research Enhancement or Travel Grant programs administered by the Graduate School.

VIII. Departmental Facilities and Services for Graduate Students

All facilities and services are for University and/or Department of Horticulture business - NOT for personal use.

1. Desk. If possible, a desk will be made available for each graduate student requesting one. Students who use their desks infrequently may be asked to make the space available to someone else.
   a. Desk assignments or requests will be made by Lorri Busick when enrollment materials are secured during the student's initial term or upon arrival between terms.
   b. Only registered graduate students (exclusive of summer semester) may occupy desks.
   c. A student may be assigned and occupy only one desk in the department regardless of location (laboratory or office).
   d. Desks will be assigned on a seniority basis within the following priority groups:
      1. Graduate Assistants
      2. Non-university funded students
      Seniority will be based on the date of admission or readmission to graduate school. Desks will be assigned according to availability.
   e. Desks will not be assigned for sole use as storage for books, data, etc. Such use will result in a request to surrender the assigned desk. Surrendering of desks will be the decision of the Graduate Programs Director.
   f. Students not receiving a desk assignment may apply for a study desk and lockable book storage at the main desk in the MSU main library, using the following procedure:
      1. Complete application form.
      2. Pay deposit for 1 year. This deposit is refunded when study carrel is surrendered.
      3. Apply at the main office in the library from 8-12 or 1-5 Monday through Friday.
2. **Supplies.** A limited variety of paper, pencils, markers, etc., are available from the main departmental office receptionist for University-supported research (not course use). Laboratory chemicals and supplies are available from University Stores ([http://usd.msu.edu/university-stores/index.html](http://usd.msu.edu/university-stores/index.html)). Only the main office staff and your major professor are able to order supplies online, but supplies can be purchased using a University account number on-site at the University Stores office on Service Drive.

3. **Instructional Media Center (IMC).** The IMC ([http://www.msu.edu/unit/imc/](http://www.msu.edu/unit/imc/)) maintains stocks of photographic supplies and provides a camera repair service for the University community. Billing is done to University accounts only. Personal use (cash basis) is limited to passport or application pictures and study (thesis) related work. Services and supplies requisitioned from the IMC must have the approval of the Major Professor.

4. **Telephone.** The Department is charged for all telephone calls. Long distance personal calls should not be made on departmental telephones. There are pay telephone stations throughout campus for this purpose. Long distance calls made for University business must be approved in advance by the major professor. Local calls should be limited to essential business.

5. **Postage.** The Department of Horticulture does not assume the responsibility of postage for personal use, i.e., reprint requests, position inquiries, mailing of resumes to prospective employers, etc. Requests for reprints must be approved by a major professor or be directly related to the research that the major professor is conducting. The requested material becomes the property of the Department.

6. **Copy Machine.** Departmental use is limited to authorized teaching, research and extension requirements. Operating periods are limited to regular office hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) with special exceptions (whenever there is need for copier use during off-hours, previous special arrangements can be made with the Main Office--288 PSSB.) Personal use, with or without reimbursement to the Department, is prohibited by University policy.

7. **Vehicles.** Graduate assistants are authorized to drive University vehicles only for University business, such as carrying out research or other University projects. Students not on assistantship must obtain approval in writing from the Department Chairperson. Vehicles are never to be used for personal purposes. Departmental vehicles are provided for use in transporting things and materials on and near campus. Other vehicles may be available by special arrangement with the Horticulture Teaching & Research Center Manager, the Main Office, or individual faculty members with assigned vehicles. In order to serve everyone, certain guidelines must be followed:
   a. Complete (annually) the Employee Driver Certification Form. The form certifies that a person driving a University-owned vehicle has a valid unrestricted U.S. driver's license, with proper class and endorsements listed for the vehicle(s) to be operated and a satisfactory driving record. (Manual of Business Procedures, Section 35.II.B.1.). This form can be found at [http://ctlr.msu.edu/Download/forms/RMI8.doc](http://ctlr.msu.edu/Download/forms/RMI8.doc)
   b. Fill out all the information on travel logs in the vehicles, which contain a space for comments or suggestions.
   c. Always leave the gasoline tank at least 1/4 full. Fill the tank at the University Garage.
   d. Park the vehicles in the designated areas near the PSSB Bldg. and promptly return the keys. If space is not available near PSSB, park in the Vet Clinic or CIPS lots.
   i. Return vehicles in a clean condition! Remove all soil, trash, and other materials when you return the vehicle.

8. **Projection Equipment.** Computer and 35mm slide projectors are available in A288. Before you sign out a projector, check it for all parts and for an extra bulb. Please return projectors with all parts, including extension cords and remote controls.
9. **Reading Room.** Located on the 2nd floor, PSSB. Hours are posted. Usage is limited to reading, computer use, and quiet study or work.

10. University property is not to be borrowed for personal use.

**IX. Financial Aid, Assistantships, and Fellowships**

**Sources of Financial Assistance**

Financial aid is available through a wide variety of sources. Research assistantships may be supported by funds from the University, the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, or national and international research projects. Students on assistantships receive a tuition waiver equivalent to nine credits in Fall and Spring semesters and five credits in Summer semester, and are entitled to pay tuition at resident rates for any additional credits.

College and University fellowships are available (see the Graduate School’s Funding Opportunities website: [http://grad.msu.edu/funding/](http://grad.msu.edu/funding/). The MSU Distinguished Fellowship Program is a University-wide, competitive Ph.D. fellowship program open to entering graduate students with bachelor’s or master’s degrees who plan to pursue a Ph.D. The competition is open to U.S. citizens or permanent U.S. residents. Fellows receive up to five years of guaranteed funding.

For additional fellowship and scholarship opportunities, see the Financial Aid search engine on the MSU website ([https://scholendow2.ais.msu.edu/Student/ScholSearch.asp](https://scholendow2.ais.msu.edu/Student/ScholSearch.asp)) and/or the Horticulture Graduate Program’s Financial Aid website ([http://www.hrt.msu.edu/assistantships-scholarships-2/](http://www.hrt.msu.edu/assistantships-scholarships-2/)). Several national agencies, such as the National Science Foundation, also award fellowships for graduate studies.

**Graduate Research Assistantships**

**Selection Procedure**

All candidates for research assistantships must satisfy the requirements for admission to regular or provisional status. Additional criteria include courses taken, performance as reflected in transcripts, practical experience in the specific area to be investigated, strength of recommendations, and GRE scores. Assistantships are awarded on the basis of availability, area of interest and ability without regard to race, sex, or religious preference, and are not transferable from one research program to another.

**Research Assistantship Appointments**

Graduate research assistantship appointments are for periods of one to three semesters per academic year. The stipend, activities, and course load are proportional to the percent of time designated by the assistantship. Assistantships established by use of university or research contract funds are at three levels:

- **Level 1** Assistants beginning a M.S. program with a B.S. (or equivalent degree) and no graduate experience.
- **Level 2** Assistants beginning a Ph.D. program with a M.S. (or equivalent degree), or a graduate assistant in a M.S. program having completed one full year appointment at a Level 1;
- **Level 3** Students in the final year of the Ph.D. program, having passed the qualifying exam. A student may hold a Level 3 assistantship for only one year; if the student is still on an assistantship after one year, they will be returned to a Level 2. An increase in stipend (limited to one year for Level 3) accompanies an increase in level. Out-of-state tuition is waived, but in-state tuition fees are paid by the graduate assistant. Each student supported by an assistantship is granted nine credits for fall and spring semesters and five credits for summer semester at no charge.
Course Loads for Graduate Assistants

Full-time course credit load for graduate research assistants varies with the time basis of appointment as noted in the Table (research credits are not limited):

Graduate Assistants’ Responsibilities

Each graduate research assistant is responsible to his/her major professor and will have responsibilities for at least one research project. Therefore, expectations and responsibilities for assistantships, including hourly structuring of weekly work activities and annual leave/vacation periods, will vary by project and by major professor, though in general a ½-time assistantship equates to about 20 hr. per week. Due to the seasonal nature of certain types of horticultural research, periods of research assistantship activity can vary dramatically. Enrollment in courses, credit load per semester, training activity, etc., should be approved by the major professor before registering. Likewise, plans to cover assistantship duties during participation in professional meetings should be developed jointly between the student and the major professor.

A student must meet the requirements for Academic Standards and Guidelines for Retention to retain financial assistance. The major professor is responsible for seeing that the assistantship appointment forms are filed in the Main Office in order for them to be ready upon arrival of the student. Late filing may result in the student having to pay out-of-state registration fees for one semester.

All issues related to outside (non-assistantship) work for pay should be discussed with the major professor. International students should be aware that most visas have limitations on such work.

Time Limits for Research Assistantships

The number of semesters during which a graduate student can hold a departmentally-supported research assistantship is 6 in the M.S. program and 9 in the Ph.D. program. Assistantship limits for students supported by external grants are determined by the supporting faculty member.

Graduate Research Fellowships and Grants

Receipt of externally funded fellowships by students who have written their own grant applications and are worth at least $20,000 (direct costs) now makes the students eligible for the in-state tuition rate. The in-state tuition rate applies only to the semesters during which the student is supported by the fellowship. This policy applies only to grants funded through a competitive process by a US institution/agency/foundation. Funds obtained through non-competitive processes (e.g., need-based fellowships) or from international sources do not qualify the students for in-state tuition rates. For more information, contact Melissa Del Rio (mdelrio@msu.edu) of the Graduate School in 110 Linton Hall.

Dissertation Completion Fellowships (DCF): Each semester (Spring, Summer, Fall), single semester fellowships are available to allow doctoral students to devote full time to completing the writing and revision of their dissertation. The goal is for the dissertation to be completed during the semester of the fellowship without having the distraction of assistantship duties, part-time jobs, etc. Other MSU financial support, held simultaneously with the fellowship, cannot exceed a one-half time assistantship or the equivalent. Application information and guidelines for writing a high impact application are available from the Horticulture GPC. Selection of DCF awardees will be made by the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources. The Fellowship awards will be dispensed by the Graduate School.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Basis</th>
<th>Credits/Semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
X. Graduate Student Academic Grievance Hearing Procedures

Each right of an individual places a reciprocal duty upon others: the duty to permit the individual to exercise the right. The student, as a member of the academic community, has both rights and duties. Within that community, the student’s most essential right is the right to learn. The University has a duty to provide for the student those privileges, opportunities, and protections which best promote the learning process in all its aspects. The student also has duties to other members of the academic community, the most important of which is to refrain from interference with those rights of others which are equally essential to the purposes and processes of the University. (GSRR Article 1.2)

The Michigan State University Student Rights and Responsibilities (SRR) and the Graduate Student Rights and Responsibilities (GSRR) documents establish the rights and responsibilities of MSU students and prescribe procedures to resolve allegations of violations of those rights through formal grievance hearings. In accordance with the SRR and the GSRR, the Department of Horticulture Graduate Program has established the following Hearing Board procedures for adjudicating graduate student academic grievances and complaints. (See GSRR 5.4.)

A. JURISDICTION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE GRADUATE PROGRAM HEARING BOARD:

1. The Hearing Board serves as the initial Hearing Board for academic grievance hearings involving graduate students who allege violations of academic rights or seek to contest an allegation of academic misconduct (academic dishonesty, violations of professional standards or falsifying admission and academic records). (See GSRR 2.3 and 5.1.1.)

2. Students may not request an academic grievance hearing based on an allegation of incompetent instruction. (See GSRR 2.2.2)

B. COMPOSITION OF THE HEARING BOARD:

1. The Program shall constitute a Hearing Board pool no later than the end of the tenth week of the spring semester according to established Program procedures. Hearing Board members serve one year terms with reappointment possible. The Hearing Board pool should include both faculty and graduate students. (See GSRR 5.1.2 and 5.1.6.)

2. The Chair of the Hearing Board shall be the faculty member with rank who shall vote only in the event of a tie. In addition to the Chair, the Hearing Board shall include an equal number of voting graduate students and faculty. (See GSRR 5.1.2, and 5.1.5.)

3. The Program will train hearing board members about these procedures and the applicable sections of the GSRR. (See GSRR 5.1.3.)

C. REFERRAL TO THE HEARING BOARD:

1. After consulting with the instructor and appropriate unit administrator, graduate students who remain dissatisfied with their attempt to resolve an allegation of a
violation of student academic rights or an allegation of academic misconduct (academic dishonesty, violations of professional standards or falsifying admission and academic records) may request an academic grievance hearing. When appropriate, the Department Chair, in consultation with the Dean, may waive jurisdiction and refer the request for an initial hearing to the College Hearing Board. (See GSRR 5.3.6.2.)

2. At any time in the grievance process, either party may consult with the University Ombudsperson. (See GSRR 5.3.2.)

3. In cases of ambiguous jurisdiction, the Dean of The Graduate School will select the appropriate Hearing Board for cases involving graduate students. (See GSRR 5.3.5.)

4. Generally, the deadline for submitting the written request for a hearing is the middle of the next semester in which the student is enrolled (including Summer). In cases in which a student seeks to contest an allegation of academic misconduct and the student’s dean has called for an academic disciplinary hearing, the student has 10 class days to request an academic grievance to contest the allegation. (See GSRR 5.3.6.1 and 5.5.2.2.)

5. If either the student (the complainant) or the respondent (usually, the instructor or an administrator) is absent from the university during that semester, or if other appropriate reasons emerge, the Hearing Board may grant an extension of this deadline. If the university no longer employs the respondent before the grievance hearing commences, the hearing may proceed. (See GSRR 5.4.9.)

6. A written request for an academic grievance hearing must (1) specify the specific bases for the grievance, including the alleged violation(s), (2) identify the individual against whom the grievance is filed (the respondent) and (3) state the desired redress. Anonymous grievances will not be accepted. (See GSRR 5.1 and 5.3.6.)

D. PRE-HEARING PROCEDURES

1. After receiving a graduate student's written request for a hearing, the Chair of the Department will promptly refer the grievance to the Chair of the Hearing Board. (See GSRR 5.3.2, 5.4.3.)

2. Within 5 class days, the Chair of the Hearing Board will:

   a. forward the request for a hearing to the respondent and ask for a written response;

   b. send the names of the Hearing Board members to both parties and, to avoid conflicts of interest between the two parties and the Hearing Board members, request written challenges, if any, within 3 class days of this notification. In addition to conflict of interest challenges, either party can challenge two hearing board members without cause (GSRR 5.1.7.c);

   c. rule promptly on any challenges, impanel a Hearing Board and send each party the names of the Hearing Board members. If the Chair of the Hearing Board is the subject of a challenge, the challenge shall be filed with the Dean of the College, or
designee (See GSRR 5.1.7.). Decisions by the Hearing Board chair or the College Dean (or designee) on conflict of interest challenges are final;

d. send the Hearing Board members a copy of the request for a hearing and the respondent’s written response, and send all parties a copy of these procedures.

3. Within 5 class days of being established, the Hearing Board shall review the request, and, after considering all requested and submitted information:

a. accept the request, in full or in part, and promptly schedule a hearing.

b. reject the request and provide a written explanation to appropriate parties; e.g., lack of jurisdiction. (The student may appeal this decision.)

c. the GSRR allows the hearing board to invite the two parties to meet with the Hearing Board in an informal session to try to resolve the matter. Such a meeting does not preclude a later hearing. However, by the time a grievance is requested all informal methods of conflict resolution should have been exhausted so this option is rarely used. (See GSRR 5.4.6.)

4. If the Hearing Board calls for a hearing, the Chair of the Hearing Board shall promptly negotiate a hearing date, schedule an additional meeting only for the Hearing Board should additional deliberations on the findings become necessary, and request a written response to the grievance from the respondent.

5. At least 5 class days before the scheduled hearing, the Chair of the Hearing Board shall notify the respondent and the complainant in writing of the (1) time, date, and place of the hearing; (2) the names of the parties to the grievance; (3) a copy of the hearing request and the respondent's reply; and (4) the names of the Hearing Board members after any challenges. (See GSRR 5.4.7.)

6. At least 3 class days before the scheduled hearing, the parties must notify the Chair of the Hearing Board the names of their witnesses and advisor, if any, and request permission for the advisor to have voice at the hearing. The chair may grant or deny this request. The Chair will promptly forward the names given by the complainant to the respondent and vice versa. (See GSRR 5.4.7.1.)

7. The Chair of the Hearing Board may accept written statements from either party's witnesses at least 3 class days before the hearing. (See GSRR 5.4.9.)

8. In unusual circumstances and in lieu of a personal appearance, either party may request permission to submit a written statement to the Hearing Board or request permission to participate in the hearing through an electronic communication channel. Written statements must be submitted to the Hearing Board at least 3 class days before the scheduled hearing. (See GSRR 5.4.9c.)

9. Either party to the grievance hearing may request a postponement of the hearing. The Hearing Board may either grant or deny the request. (See GSRR 5.4.8.)
10. At its discretion, the Hearing Board may set a reasonable time limit for each party to present its case, and the Chair of the Hearing Board must inform the parties of such a time limit in the written notification of the hearing.

11. Hearings are closed unless the student requests an open hearing, which would be open to all members of the MSU community. The Hearing Board may close an open hearing to protect the confidentiality of information or to maintain order. (See GSRR 5.4.10.4.)

12. Members of the Hearing Board are expected to respect the confidentiality of the hearing process. (See GSRR 5.4.10.4. and 5.4.11.)

E. HEARING PROCEDURES:

1. The Hearing will proceed as follows:

   a. **Introductory remarks by the Chair of the Hearing Board:** The Chair of the Hearing Board introduces hearing panel members, the complainant, the respondent and advisors, if any. The Chair reviews the hearing procedures, including announced time restraints for presentations by each party and the witnesses, and informs the parties if their advisors may have a voice in the hearings and if the proceedings are being recorded. Witnesses shall be excluded from the proceedings except when testifying. The Chair also explains:

      • In **academic grievance hearings** in which a graduate student alleges a violation of academic rights, the student bears the burden of proof.

      • In hearings in which a graduate student seeks to contest allegations of academic misconduct, the instructor bears the burden of proof.

      • All Hearing Board decisions must be reached by a majority of the Hearing Board, based on a "clear and convincing evidence." (See GSRR 8.1.18.)

      (See GSRR 5.4.10.1 and 8.1.18.) For various other definitions, see GSRR Article 8.)

   b. If the complainant fails to appear in person or via an electronic channel at a scheduled hearing, the Hearing Board may either postpone the hearing or dismiss the case for demonstrated cause. (See GSRR 5.4.9.a.)

   c. If the respondent fails to appear in person or via an electronic channel at a scheduled hearing, the Hearing Board may postpone the hearing or, only in unusual circumstances, hear the case in his or her absence. (See GSRR 5.4.9-b.)

   d. If the respondent is absent from the University during the semester of the grievance hearing or no longer employed by the University before the grievance procedure concludes, the hearing process may still proceed. (See GSRR 5.3.6.1.)

   e. To assure orderly questioning, the Chair of the Hearing Board will recognize individuals before they speak. All parties have a right to speak without
interruption. Each party has a right to question the other party and to rebut any oral or written statements submitted to the Hearing Board. (See GSRR 5.4.10.2.)

f. **Presentation by the Complainant:** The Chair recognizes the complainant to present without interruption any statements relevant to the complainant's case, including the redress sought. The Chair then recognizes questions directed at the complainant by the Hearing Board, the respondent and the respondent's advisor, if any.

g. **Presentation by the Complainant's Witnesses:** The Chair recognizes the complainant's witnesses, if any, to present, without interruption, any statement directly relevant to the complainant's case. The Chair then recognizes questions directed at the witnesses by the Hearing Board, the respondent, and the respondent's advisor, if any.

h. **Presentation by the Respondent:** The Chair recognizes the respondent to present without interruption any statements relevant to the respondent's case. The Chair then recognizes questions directed at the respondent by the Hearing Board, the complainant, and the complainant's advisor, if any.

i. **Presentation by the Respondent's Witnesses:** The Chair recognizes the respondent's witnesses, if any, to present, without interruption, and statement directly relevant to the respondent's case. The Chair then recognizes questions directed at the witnesses by the Hearing Board, the complainant, and the complainant's advisor, if any.

j. **Rebuttal and Closing Statement by Complainant:** The complainant refutes statements by the respondent, the respondent's witnesses and advisor, if any, and presents a final summary statement.

k. **Rebuttal and Closing Statement by Respondent:** The respondent refutes statements by the complainant, the complainant's witnesses and advisor, if any, and presents a final summary statement.

l. **Final questions by the Hearing Board:** The Hearing Board asks questions of any of the participants in the hearing.

**F. POST-HEARING PROCEDURES**

1. **Deliberation:**

   After all evidence has been presented, with full opportunity for explanations, questions and rebuttal, the Chair of the Hearing Board shall excuse all parties to the grievance and convene the Hearing Board to determine its findings in executive session. When possible, deliberations should take place directly following the hearing and/or at the previously scheduled follow-up meeting. (See Section IV.D above.)

2. **Decision:**
a. In grievance (non-disciplinary) hearings involving graduate students in which a majority of the Hearing Board finds, based on "clear and convincing evidence," that a violation of the student's academic rights has occurred and that redress is possible, it shall recommend an appropriate remedy to the Department Chair or School Director. Upon receiving the Hearing Board’s recommendation, the Department Chair or School Director shall implement an appropriate remedy, in consultation with the Hearing Board, within 3 class days. If the Hearing Board finds that no violation of academic rights has occurred, it shall so inform the Chair or Director. The Chair of the Hearing Board shall promptly forward copies of the final decision to parties and the University Ombudsperson. (See GSRR 5.4.11.)

b. In grievance (non-disciplinary) hearings involving graduate students in which the Hearing Board serves as the initial hearing body to adjudicate an allegation of academic dishonesty and, based on "clear and convincing evidence," the Hearing Board finds for the student, the Hearing Board shall recommend to the Department Chair or School Director that the penalty grade be removed, the Academic Dishonesty Report be removed from the student's records and a "good faith judgment" of the student's academic performance in the course take place. If the Hearing Board finds for the instructor, the penalty grade shall stand and the Academic Dishonesty Report regarding the allegation will remain on file, pending an appeal, if any to the College Hearing Board within 5 class days of the Hearing Board's decision. If an academic disciplinary hearing is pending, and the Hearing Board decides for the instructor, the graduate student's disciplinary hearing before either the College Hearing Board or the Dean of The Graduate School would promptly follow, pending an appeal, if any, within 5 class days. (See GSRR 5.5.2.2 and 5.4.12.3)

3. Written Report:

The Chair of the Hearing Board shall prepare a written report of the Hearing Board’s findings, including recommended redress or sanctions for the complainant, if applicable, and forward a copy of the decision to the appropriate unit administrator within 3 class days of the hearing. The report shall indicate the rationale for the decision and the major elements of evidence, or lack thereof, that support the Hearing Board's decision. The administrator, in consultation with the Hearing Board, shall then implement an appropriate remedy. The report also should inform the parties of the right to appeal within 5 class days following notice of the decision, or 5 class days if an academic disciplinary hearing is pending. The Chair shall forward copies of the Hearing Board’s report and the administrator’s redress, if applicable, to the parties involved, the responsible administrators, the University Ombudsperson and the Dean of The Graduate School. All recipients must respect the confidentiality of the report and of the hearing board's deliberations resulting in a decision. (See GSRR 5.4.12 and 5.5.2.2)

G. APPEAL OF THE HEARING BOARD DECISION:

1. Either party may appeal a decision by the Hearing Board to the College Hearing Board for cases involving (1) academic grievances alleging violations of student rights and (2) alleged violations of regulations involving academic misconduct (academic dishonesty, professional standards or falsification of admission and academic records.) (See GSRR 5.4.12.)
2. All appeals must be in writing, signed and submitted to the Chair of the College Hearing Board within 5 class days following notification of the Hearing Board's decision. While under appeal, the original decision of the Hearing Board will be held in abeyance. (See GSRR 5.4.12, 5.4.12.2 and 5.4.12.3.)

3. A request for an appeal of a Hearing Board decision to the College Hearing Board must allege, in sufficient particularity to justify a hearing that the initial Hearing Board failed to follow applicable procedures for adjudicating the hearing or that findings of the Hearing Board were not supported by "clear and convincing evidence." The request also must include the redress sought. Presentation of new evidence normally will be inappropriate. (See GSRR 5.4.12.1, 5.4.12.2 and 5.4.12.4.)

H. RECONSIDERATION:

1. If new evidence should arise, either party to a hearing may request the appropriate Hearing Board to reconsider the case within 30 days upon receipt of the hearing outcome. The written request for reconsideration is to be sent to the Chair of the Hearing Board, who shall promptly convene the Hearing Board to review the new material and render a decision on a new hearing. (See GSRR 5.4.13.)

I. FILE COPY:

1. The Chair of the Department shall file a copy of these procedures with the Office of the Ombudsperson and with the Dean of The Graduate School. (See GSRR 5.4.1.)
XI. University Resources

For additional information on graduate studies at Michigan State University, please see the following Web sites:

- MSU Academic Programs Booklet (contains University Policy on Graduate Education) [http://www.reg.msu.edu/AcademicPrograms/]
- MSU Conflict Resolution [http://grad.msu.edu/conflictresolution/]
- MSU Counseling Service [http://www.counseling.msu.edu/]
- MSU Council of Graduate Students (COGS) [http://www.cogs.msu.edu/]
- MSU Graduate Employee Union (GEU) [http://www.geuatmsu.org/]
- MSU Graduate School Career & Professional Development [http://grad.msu.edu/prep/]
- MSU Graduate School Homepage [http://grad.msu.edu/]
- MSU Graduate Student Rights and Responsibilities [http://grad.msu.edu/gsrr/]
- MSU Graduate Student Travel [http://grad.msu.edu/travel/]
- MSU Grievances/Ombudsman [http://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/]
- MSU Guidelines for Graduate Student Advising and Research Mentoring [http://grad.msu.edu/publications/docs/studentadvising.pdf]
- MSU Horticulture (home page) [http://www.hrt.msu.edu/]
- MSU Horticulture Graduate Program (homepage) [http://www.hrt.msu.edu/graduate-horticulture/]
- MSU Horticulture Organization of Graduate Student [http://www.hrt.msu.edu/horticultural-organization-of-graduate-students-hogs/]
- MSU Technologies [http://technologies.msu.edu]
- MSU Office for International Students and Scholars [http://www.oiss.msu.edu]
- MSU Office of Radiation, Chemical, and Biological safety (ORCBS) [http://www.orcbs.msu.edu/]
- MSU Research and Scholarly Integrity [http://grad.msu.edu/researchintegrity/]
- MSU Research Integrity Office [http://www.rio.msu.edu]
- MSU Scholarships and Grants [http://finaid.msu.edu/sships.asp]
- MSU Scholarship Search [https://scholendow2.ais.msu.edu/Student/ScholSearch.asp]
- Michigan State University (homepage) [http://www.msu.edu/]
- MSU Surplus Store [http://surplus.msu.edu/]
- MSU Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) [http://www.humanresearch.msu.edu]
- MSU Writing Center [http://writing.msu.edu/]
XII. Appendices

Records and Forms

A complete set of all records and actions is maintained by the Graduate Programs Assistant. Each student is responsible for keeping his/her file current and complete. Each phase of progress should be reported to the Graduate Programs Committee on the proper forms.

The following forms are used for graduate student records and all are available by email or online. Please see the Graduate Programs Assistant. The Graduate Programs Director will sign forms requiring Department Chair's approval.

I. General - All Graduate Students

1. Academic History form
2. Required Education/Training in Responsible Conduct of Research and Scholarship
3. Advisory/Examining Committee form
4. Semester Progress Report form
5. Graduate Teaching Experience
6. Change in Academic Program
7. Change in Committee Member
8. Graduate Student Exit Forms A & B

II. M.S. Candidates

1. Proposed Academic Program (Program of Study approval form)
3. Announcement of Final Oral Examination/Seminar

III. Ph.D. Candidates

1. Appointment of Advisory/Examining Committee
2. Report of Guidance Committee (Program of Study approval form)
3. Doctoral Dissertation Research Proposal Requirement
4. Notice of Scheduled Comprehensive Examination
5. Doctoral Oral Comprehensive Exam – Moderator’s Guidelines
6. Record of Comprehensive Examination and Supplemental Report form
7. Announcement of Final Oral Examination/Seminar
**DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE**  
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources  
Michigan State University  
East Lansing, MI 48824-1325

**Academic History of Graduate Candidate for Presentation to Horticulture Faculty.**

**Name:**  
**PID Number:**  
**Degree:**

Date of First Guidance Committee Meeting: _________________________________

Major Professor: _________________________________

**ACADEMIC HISTORY:** List courses completed in areas such as Horticulture, Botany, Chemistry, Soil Sciences, Biology, etc. A select grouping of courses may be presented under a heading of “other”. (Include courses completed that are entrance requirements for admission, Department of Horticulture).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dept</th>
<th>Course No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dept</th>
<th>Course No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bachelor of __________ Institution: ___________________________ Date: __________

Major: _______________ Cr in Major: _______________
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE

REQUIRED EDUCATION/TRAINING IN RESPONSIBLE CONDUCT OF RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP

HRT graduate students are required to complete a minimum of three of the seven training workshops offered by the graduate school.

These include:
  Workshop #2: (Scientific Communication, Rights to Data, and Authorship)
  Workshop #3 (Crediting the Works of Others and Avoiding Plagiarism)
  Workshop #5 (Misconduct in Research & Creative Activities)

In addition, each student is expected to read:


Students receiving USDA or NSF Research funds. The University requires RCR training for those students (and faculty) receiving funding from the federal sources since 2010. To meet that need, the MSU Graduate School now offers a workshop series titled “Individual, Institutional, and Professional Responsibility for Ethical Practice & Integrity in Research/Scholarship” http://grad.msu.edu/rcr/. In the syllabus for the course (http://grad.msu.edu/rcr/docs/syllabus.pdf) they detail eight workshops, of which, seven are required for student’s NSF-funded research. Students, postdocs, and faculty involved in NSF research need to complete these workshops within two years of the initiation of their involvement of the funded project. The workshops are:

1. Being an Early Career Scholar
2. Scientific Communications, Rights to Data, and Authorship
3. Crediting the Works of Others and Avoiding Plagiarism
4. Record Keeping, Data Management, and Sharing of Information
5. Misconduct in Research & Creative Activities
6. Conflict of Interest, Peer Review, & Collaboration/Teamwork
## Department of Horticulture

Responsible Conduct of Research and Scholarship Program

**TRAINING COMPLETION FORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>Date completed</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>Initials of Trainee/Student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Training Session:

1. RCR orientation at HRT Graduate Student Orientation

2. Graduate School RCR Workshop 2: Scientific Communication, Rights to Data, and Authorship

3. Graduate School RCR Workshop 3: Crediting the Works of Others and Avoiding Plagiarism)

4. Graduate School RCR Workshop 5: Misconduct in Research & Creative Activities
To the Dean of the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources:

The following faculty member’s names are recommended as members of the Examining Committee for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate’s Full Name</th>
<th>PID Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Signature:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Signature:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Signature:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Signature:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Signature:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approved by:

Graduate Program Director
Department of Horticulture

Academic Dean
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
Graduate Student Semester Progress Report

Please complete or update the attached forms, then schedule a meeting with your major professor to review accomplishments, make plans for the upcoming semester, and discuss any matters of interest or concern. After the meeting between the graduate student and major professor, the forms need to be signed by both student and professor and then turned in to the Graduate Programs Assistant by the end of the 4th week of each semester excluding Summer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mailing address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree (note Plan A or Plan B for MS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major professor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisory/Examining Committee</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proosed Thesis title

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Term</th>
<th>Advisory/Examining Committee Meetings (dates/term)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected completion term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program on file</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching experience to be undertaken? (if yes, indicate semester)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar course taken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD candidates only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written comprehensive exams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral comprehensive exams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Graduate Student Semester Progress Report
### CUMULATIVE PROGRAM OF STUDY

**Name:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course and Number</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Term Planned</th>
<th>Term Taken</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Credits**

**Cumulative GPA**

Note: Once your final program has been submitted to the department, include all courses (with expected dates of completion) on this form.
Graduate Student Semester Progress Report
Evaluation of progress by student

Semester just completed: Fall  Spring  20__

Please answer the following questions in preparation for a meeting with your major professor. After meeting with the major professor, the completed form should be submitted to the Graduate Programs Assistant.

Graduate Program Goals and Accomplishments

1. Briefly outline your research problem.

2. List research activities completed in relationship to the research objectives outlined last semester.

3. Have you met with your major professor this semester to discuss and archive current research data?

4. Briefly list objectives for the coming semester and expected dates of completion for those objectives.

5. Are you making reasonable progress toward timely completion of your degree? Please explain.

6. Other assistantship duties completed this semester.

7. Have you met with your Advisory/Examining Committee (formally or informally) this semester?

8. Other activities since the last report. (Note: It is not expected that every student will do everything, but a breadth of experiences is encouraged.)

   A. Publications (e.g., refereed, non-refereed, extension, popular, abstracts, posters)
   B. Oral presentations (e.g., papers, seminars, journal clubs, lab meetings, extension talks)
   C. Meetings (e.g., scientific, grower, industry)
   D. Other professional interactions (e.g., seminar attendance, journal club participation, industry or field visits, meetings with seminar speakers or other scientific or industry visitors)
   E. Broadening research experiences (e.g., experiences in other labs, collaborations, participation in projects outside of the thesis)
   F. Committee service (e.g., departmental, college, university, professional)
   G. Leadership/teamwork experience (e.g., supervision of undergrads, organization of lab or field projects)
   H. Honors received.
   I. Other. (Please explain)
Graduate Student Semester Progress Report

Evaluation of Progress by Major Professor

Semester just completed  Fall  Spring  20___

1. Has the student made acceptable progress in research this term? Please note any concerns.

2. Has the student met to discuss and archive current data this semester?

3. Have potential publications arising from the student’s research or assistantship duties been discussed this semester, including appropriate authorships?

4. Has the student made acceptable progress in course work this term? Please note any concerns.

5. Do you expect the student to finish on the specific date (see page 1 of this form)? If no, please explain.

6. Has the student performed acceptable amounts of assistantship duties not directly related to the degree? Please note any concerns.

Student ________________________________ Date ____________

Major Professor ______________________________ Date ____________

Graduate Program Director ______________________ Date ____________
Graduate Student Semester Progress Report

Evaluation of the graduate experience by the student:

1. Are you being encouraged to pursue your original research goals or helped to revise those goals when necessary?

2. Are the goals of your research project reasonable? Can the amount of work required to complete the project be done in a reasonable time frame?

3. Are you aware of what constitutes plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty, and are you aware that you will be held responsible for any breaches of academic integrity committed knowingly or unknowingly in the course of your graduate study, research, data analysis, and publication of results?

4. Are you being encouraged to finish in a timely fashion?

5. Is adequate funding being provided for you (assistantship and/or research funds) to complete your degree requirements?

6. Are you being assisted in preparation for written and oral comprehensive exams?

7. Are you being assisted in the preparation of your research papers and thesis/dissertation?

8. Are your committee members appropriate for your project and/or career goals?

9. Are you being encouraged to interact regularly with your committee?

10. Are you being encouraged to attend scientific/professional meetings?

11. Are you being encouraged or discouraged with regard to participation in experiences beyond your own research, i.e., teaching, extension, coursework, seminars, HOGS, field or lab experiences?

12. Are you being treated with respect? If not, please explain.

13. Is your experience preparing you for employment?

14. Do you have any comments or suggestions?
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE

GRADUATE TEACHING EXPERIENCE

The Department of Horticulture encourages all graduate students to participate in a meaningful teaching experience as a part of their graduate program (see Horticulture Graduate Handbook, p.13). For Ph.D. students, the experience must be fulfilled at least one semester before graduation.

__________________________________________  ______________________
Student’s Name   Student PID

REQUEST:   To develop this experience, I would like to:
1) serve as a teaching assistant in ___________________________________________, _________ Semester, 20__
2) develop an extension program for __________________________________ _______, _________ Semester, 20__
3) other ________________________________________________________________, _________ Semester, 20__

DUTIES:   The student named above will complete a graduate teaching experience under my faculty mentorship which will involve the following responsibilities:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

APPROVALS:

____________________________________    __________________________________
Faculty Teaching Experience Mentor    Date    Major Professor                       Date

______________________________________
Graduate Program Director  Date

EVALUATION:   Describe the student’s performance in completing this graduate teaching experience:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________            ___________
Faculty Teaching Experience Mentor         Date

cc:  Graduate Program Director
     Student
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

CHANGE IN ACADEMIC PROGRAM
(form must be typed)

TO:    Associate Dean
       121 Agriculture Hall

Student Name: ________________________________    PID:__________________

Please make the following addition(s) and/or deletion(s) to the above mentioned student's academic program. A deletion requires the signature of all committee members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delete the Following Course(s)</th>
<th>Add the Following Course(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reasons for the changes are as follows:

Guidance Committee Chair       Date       Guidance Committee Member       Date
Guidance Committee Member       Date       Guidance Committee Member       Date
Guidance Committee Member       Date       Guidance Committee Member       Date
Student                        Date       Graduate Program Director         Date
Associate Dean                 Date
TO: Associate Dean
121 Agriculture Hall

Student Name: ________________________________    PID: __________________

Please make the following addition(s) and/or deletion(s) to the above mentioned student's committee members. A deletion requires the signature of all committee members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committee Member Deletions</th>
<th>Committee Member Additions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reasons for the changes are as follows:

Guidance Committee Chair     Date | Guidance Committee Member     Date
Guidance Committee Member     Date | Guidance Committee Member     Date
Guidance Committee Member     Date | Guidance Committee Member     Date
Student                      Date | Graduate Program Director     Date
Associate Dean               Date
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES  
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE PROPOSED ACADEMIC PROGRAM  
(To be submitted before student’s second semester)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Middle Initial</th>
<th>Semester Admitted:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Tentative Thesis/Research Topic:  

**PROGRAM OF STUDY (Group Courses by Departments):**  
**PROGRAM COURSES**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course &amp; Number</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Course Credits:**  
Plan A Research Crs:  
Plan B Research Crs:  

**TOTAL PROGRAM CRS:**  

**COLLATERAL COURSES**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crse &amp; Num</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIGNATURES**  

Student: ___________________________ Date: __________

Major Professor: ___________________________ Date: __________

1. ___________________________ Date: __________
2. ___________________________ Date: __________
3. ___________________________ Date: __________

Grad Program: ___________________________ Date: __________

Director: ___________________________ Date: __________

Assoc. Dean: ___________________________ Date: __________
Department of Horticulture

Masters Thesis (Plan A) Research Proposal Requirement

The Department of Horticulture requires all Masters (Plan A) students to write an acceptable research proposal for their Thesis as part of their graduate program. This requirement must be fulfilled within one year of initial enrollment in the Masters program. A copy of the proposal must accompany this form.

______________________________  ______________________
(Student’s Name) (Student Number)

Proposal Title:____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Semester submitted to committee members: _____________________ Semester, 20____

____________________________________
(Major Professor)                          Date

____________________________________
(Committee Member)                      Date

____________________________________
(Committee Member)                        Date

Reviewed and approved by the GPC:

(Graduate Program Director)                Date

cc:    Major Professor
       Student
REPORT OF GUIDANCE COMMITTEE – DOCTORAL AND OTHER PROGRAMS

See the catalog (Academic Programs) regarding composition of guidance committee and deadlines for its formation and for filing this report listing all degree requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Student No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Semester in Doctoral Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dept.</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bachelor of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tentative Dissertation Subject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Language or Course Substitutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Will the student's research involve the use of:

- human subjects or human materials? [ ] Yes [ ] No
- warm-blooded animals? [ ] Yes [ ] No
- hazardous substances? [ ] Yes [ ] No

I understand it is necessary to obtain institutional review and approval prior to initiating any research involving the use of human or animal subjects or hazardous materials.

(StUDENT’S SIGNATURE) Mo/Day/Yr

DOCTORAL PROGRAM

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE AND CLUSTER BY FIELD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dept.</th>
<th>Course No.</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>No. CR</th>
<th>Dept.</th>
<th>Course No.</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>No. CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Approved:

(Please TYPE guidance committee members’ names BELOW signatures)

1. Chairperson Mo/Day/Yr
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Course Credits in addition to at least 24 credits of 999

Comprehensive examination areas

The candidate expects to pass the Comprehensive Examination by Semester (Year)

Student Mo/Day/Yr

Department Chairperson Mo/Day/Yr

College Dean Mo/Day/Yr
The Department of Horticulture requires all Ph.D. students to write an acceptable research proposal for their Dissertation as part of their graduate program. This requirement must be fulfilled **within one year of initial enrollment in the Ph.D. program**. A copy of the proposal must accompany this form.

(Students Name) .................................................. (Student Number) ..................................................

Proposal Title: .............................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................

Semester submitted to committee members: ______________________ Semester, 20____

(Major Professor) ..................................................................................................................... Date

(Committee Member) ................................................................................................................. Date

(Committee Member) ................................................................................................................. Date

(Committee Member) ................................................................................................................. Date

Reviewed and approved by the GPC: ..................................................................................................................
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cc: Major Professor
    Student
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FINAL ORAL DEFENSE

M.S. DEGREE
to Horticulture Faculty

Candidate’s Name: ____________________________________________

Seminar/Examination Information:

Date: _______________________________________________________

Time: _______________________________________________________

Place: _______________________________________________________  

Title of Dissertation:

Members of the Examining Committee and their Departments:

1) __________________________________________________________

2) _________________________________________________________

3) _________________________________________________________

4) _________________________________________________________

5) _________________________________________________________

cc:  Graduate Students
     Faculty

The seminar will precede the examination, beginning at the time indicated above.
A copy of the Thesis Abstract is on the reverse side.
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
NOTICE OF COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION
Ph.D. DEGREE
to Horticulture Faculty

Candidate’s Name: _____________________________________________

Seminar/Examination Information:
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Time: _______________________________________________________

Place: _______________________________________________________
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4) ___________________________________________________________
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GPC Member to serve as Chairperson of the examination
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    Faculty
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FINAL ORAL DEFENSE

Ph.D. DEGREE
to Horticulture Faculty

Candidate’s Name: ________________________________

Seminar/Examination Information:

Date: ________________________________
Time: ________________________________
Place: ________________________________

Title of Dissertation:

Members of the Examining Committee and their Departments:

1) ________________________________
2) ________________________________
3) ________________________________
4) ________________________________
5) ________________________________

cc: Graduate Students
    Faculty

The seminar will precede the examination, beginning at the time indicated above.
A copy of the Thesis Abstract is on the reverse side.
GRADUATE STUDENT EXIT FORM

PLEASE make sure you complete and submit this form to the Graduate Programs Assistant before leaving Campus:

☐ Make sure all vials, samples, test tubes, etc. are accurately labeled with both contents and date. Don't leave any unknown or unlabeled containers in the lab. Samples in liquid nitrogen or freezers should have information on the outside of the storage unit.

☐ Clean up your lab bench/storage space. Discuss with your major professor/advisor what he/she wants to do with any remaining research material. Write up the summary of this discussion in your lab notebook.

☐ Dispose of any/all radioactive, chemical, and biological wastes using ORCBS procedures. Check with your major professor if you have any questions.

☐ Original data supporting research, including consent forms, should be kept for at least 3 years. Any perishable items should be kept in proper storage.

☐ Make sure your major professor/advisor knows where your lab notebooks, other data, computer disks, negative/photos, and files are stored.

☐ Understand what you may or may not take from the lab.

☐ Understand what the expectations are for publication of your research.

☐ Turn in your key(s) and/or security cards.

☐ Schedule exit interview with Department Chairperson and Administrative Assistant.

Date of Thesis Defense:

Date to Terminate Assistantship:

Date Leaving MSU:

New Position:

New Address:

New Phone/Fax/E-mail
(if known)

_________________________________________ Date: __________________________
Student’s Signature

_________________________________________ Date: __________________________
Major Professor’s Signature

_________________________________________ Date: __________________________
Department Chairperson
Responsibilities of the Graduate Program Director (GPC Chair), Programs Assistant, Subcommittees, and HOGS Representative

Graduate Program Director (GPC Chair) Responsibilities

The Graduate Program Director (aka Graduate Program Committee (GPC) chairperson) shall serve the Horticulture faculty and students as the primary resource for Graduate Policy issues relevant to the successful completion of graduate degree programs in Horticulture. The Graduate Program Director serves for a 3-year term (1 July to 30 June); just prior to the end of the term, the Horticulture Department Chair shall meet with and review the composition of the GPC, and consider reappointment or rotation of the Director position to another GPC committee member. Some of the specific responsibilities of the Graduate Program Director are as follows:

1. Conduct regular monthly meetings of the GPC (generally scheduled to be held 2 weeks before the monthly faculty meeting); on-going monthly issues should include (but are not limited to):
   - GPC review and approval of submitted M.S. and Ph.D. Programs of Study
   - reports by the Graduate Programs Assistant of any pending graduate student program deficiencies
   - reports by the GPC Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee
   - reports by the GPC Curriculum Subcommittee
   - reports by the Horticulture representative to the CANR Graduate Committee
   - discussion by the GPC of any College or University issues pertaining to graduate study
   - cancellation of any monthly meeting for which there are no agenda items

2. Review Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee recommendations on prospective graduate student applications and approve as “admitted”, “admitted provisionally”, or “declined”

3. Review graduate student Semester Progress Reports each semester to act on any problems (student- or faculty-related) in a timely and appropriately confidential manner

4. Upon notification by the Graduate Programs Assistant of a graduate student program deficiency, notify (in writing) the student and the student’s major professor of the need for compliance and impose a “Hold” on the student’s registration until compliance is satisfactory

5. Attempt to resolve personnel conflicts pertaining to graduate student issues, in confidentiality but with consultation at higher administrative levels (Chair, Assistant/Associate Director, Dean, Ombudsman, etc.) as required

6. Organize and conduct an in-depth new student orientation session each Fall, to include meetings with the Horticulture administration (Chair and pertinent office staff) and resource personnel (Graduate Program Director and Programs Assistant; gardens, greenhouse, and farm managers; safety officer; HOGS and COGS representatives; etc.); an information packet pertinent to topics covered during the orientation should be made available to new students who first enroll for Spring (rather than Summer or Fall) semester; and an annual pre-fall semester MSU Horticulture Field Station and Industry Orientation Tour for new graduate students (as department budgets permit)

7. Organize a Fall Picnic at which to introduce new graduate students to faculty, staff, and current graduate students

8. Initiate appropriate and timely updates of the Graduate Handbook and Horticulture Graduate Program website
**GPC Program Assistant Responsibilities**

The Graduate Programs Assistant shall serve the Horticulture faculty and students as the primary resource for Graduate Program paperwork relevant to the successful completion of graduate degree programs in Horticulture. Some of the specific responsibilities of the GPC Programs Assistant are as follows:

1. Attend all GPC meetings, record minutes of the meeting, circulate (electronically and in a timely fashion) a draft of the minutes for revision and approval by the GPC members, and upon approval of the minutes (as confirmed by the Graduate Program Director), circulate the approved minutes to Horticulture faculty and graduate students.
2. Provide administrative assistance to the Graduate Program Director, the GPC Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee, and the GPC Curriculum Subcommittee as needed, with the exception of decision-making.
3. Handle all departmental, college, and university administrative paperwork pertaining to the Graduate Program, including forwarding of departmental/college/university information relevant to graduate issues (e.g., fellowships, workshops, etc.).
4. Request and collate Semester Progress Reports from every Horticulture graduate student each semester for timely review by the Graduate Program Director.
5. Notify graduate students of noncompliance issues (such as missing Semester Progress Reports) on a timely basis; should noncompliance continue, notify the Graduate Program Director and upon the Director’s authorization, enact a “Hold” on the student’s registration until compliance is satisfactory.
6. Implement appropriate and timely updates of the Graduate Handbook, including a checklist of due dates for various forms; request and follow-up on requisite changes to be made to the Horticulture Graduate Program website by the departmental webmaster.
7. Maintain dual documentation of GPC policies and forms, the current Graduate Handbook, committee member and subgroup responsibility lists, meeting minutes, etc. in both the GPC office and the Horticulture main office.
8. Maintain and update the Horticulture graduate program's electronic applications file and review system on at least a weekly basis, for timely posting of new applicant documents for GPC and Horticulture faculty access. Assist in training new faculty in appropriate use of the system. At the end of each month, review assistantship offerings posted on the graduate program website, contact listing faculty to determine status of the position search, and update the web posting as appropriate.

**GPC Graduate Student (HOGS) Representative Responsibilities**

The HOGS representative to the GPC shall serve the Horticulture students and faculty by providing the representative graduate student perspective on Graduate Policy issues relevant to the successful completion of graduate degree programs in Horticulture. Some of the specific responsibilities of the HOGS representative are as follows:

1. Attend the regular monthly meetings of the GPC and serve as a two-way relay of issues and feedback between the GPC and HOGS on a timely basis.
2. Serve on the GPC Curriculum Subcommittee.
3. Hold confidential information discussed at GPC meetings in full confidence, not for dissemination to HOGS, other faculty, or any other situation outside of the meeting.

**GPC Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee Responsibilities**

The GPC Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee shall serve the Horticulture faculty and students as the primary resource for Graduate Program recruitment and fellowship/assistantship issues relevant to the successful completion of graduate degree programs in Horticulture.
Composition: At least one GPC member involved in applied/production research
At least one GPC member involved in basic/fundamental research

Some of the specific responsibilities of the Recruitment & Fellowship Subcommittee are as follows:
1. Collate fellowship/assistantship opportunities for students, and graduate program-related funding opportunities for faculty, to promote/facilitate recruitment and retention of new graduate students, including maintaining active liaisons with related graduate efforts at MSU such as interdepartmental recruitment efforts in Plant Science, Genetics, etc.
2. Develop, maintain, and update recruitment informational materials, such as the section of the Graduate Program website for prospective students (plus appropriate links to the website) and recruitment brochures
3. Develop, implement, and update strategies to advertise MSU Horticulture graduate study opportunities in a diverse set of relevant professional publications, email lists, etc.
4. Organize and coordinate interviews of potential Horticulture graduate students at regional/national scientific meetings
5. Report monthly to the GPC on recruitment activities and new opportunities, and provide an annual report (due by mid-semester in Fall) on the number of potential students recruited, the percentage that enrolled in the Horticulture graduate program, etc.
6. Regularly review graduate recruitment materials, efforts, assistantship levels, etc. at peer institutions for use in developing competitive strategies at MSU
7. Review prospective graduate student applications for recommendation to Graduate Program Director as “admitted”, “admitted provisionally”, or “declined”

**GPC Graduate Curriculum Subcommittee Responsibilities**

The GPC Graduate Curriculum Subcommittee shall serve the Horticulture faculty and students as the primary resource for Graduate Program curriculum issues relevant to the successful completion of graduate degree programs in Horticulture.

Composition: Three GPC faculty members, at least two of which who have teaching responsibilities
The GPC member who is the HOGS representative

Some of the specific responsibilities of the GPC Graduate Curriculum Subcommittee are as follows:
1. Develop, implement, and update HRT graduate curriculum offerings, particularly with regard to modular courses (and their structure) to provide a diverse, relevant, and timely scientific curriculum critical for successful academic preparation of Horticulture graduate students
2. In conjunction with HOGS, plan, develop, and implement the annual HRT 894 seminar offerings within the Horticulture graduate curriculum
3. Resolve course-related issues such as evaluation of prerequisite course preparation/suitability for graduate program applicants and enrollees, Program of Study substitutions/alterations, problems with non-Horticulture course enrollment restrictions, evaluation of requests to include independent study courses on the Program of Study, etc. (many of these issues may be brought before the entire GPC)
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

June 26, 2015

MEMORANDUM

TO: Deans, Directors, and Chairpersons

FROM: Theodore H. Curry, II, Associate Provost and Associate Vice President for Academic Human Resources

SUBJECT: Graduate Employees Union Teaching Assistant Contract Changes

The University and the Graduate Employees Union recently completed contract negotiations and now have a successor agreement from May 16, 2015 through May 15, 2019. This memorandum is intended to identify the most significant and universally applicable changes to the agreement. Please share as appropriate. Because some of the changes are time-bound and failure to act or comply could be costly, please thoroughly review the summary and contact Kathie Elliott in Employee Relations (884-0103) if you have questions.

The Office of Employee Relations in cooperation with Academic Human Resources will offer a contract review session in the coming weeks to review the new contract in detail. Details about the session will be announced soon.

The newest GEU agreement includes the following:

Agreement Period
The parties have established a four year agreement through May 15, 2019.

Stipends and Wages
The minimum stipend amounts will be increased by 10% in 2015, 2% in 2016, 5% in 2017 and 2% in 2018.

➤ NOTE: Because the minima were raised by 10% for 2015, there will be some Teaching Assistant appointments which will not be compliant with the new minima. Specific directions for bringing those appointments in alignment will be sent in a separate email.

Wage increases will be 2% in each year of the contract.

➤ NOTE: Specific guidelines for how to apply, calculate and report increases are being developed.

Article 19 of the contract defines three (3) employment levels for TAs. Every employing unit is able to define the number of semesters required to move to Level
3 (so long as they are no fewer than four and no more than six). The only restriction is that the departmental standard cannot exceed the practice in place in 2004, though it could be reduced from the 2004 level.

- **NOTE:** By or before August 15, 2015 every department MUST clearly stipulate the number of semesters required for appointment to Level 3 in the departmental graduate handbook. If this is not updated by August 15, 2015, the Level 3 eligibility requirement will be set at 4 semesters. It is recommended that all handbooks are reviewed to ensure compliance and handbooks are made easily accessible on the departmental website.

**Tuition Waiver Pool**

The Tuition Waiver pool for TAs has been increased from 200 to 450 per year.

- **NOTE:** This benefit is for TA use only and applications for credits should be applied for by TAs to supplement their tuition benefit and should not be used by academic units to reduce departmental costs.

**Employment Period Dates**

The contract also reset the employment period dates to August 16 - December 31, January 1 to May 15 and May 16 to August 15. In addition, the contract now makes clear that stipends are compensation for completion of the entire body of work associated with a TA appointment, including through the submission of grades when that date falls outside the employment period.

**Right to Work**

The payment of union dues and fees is now consistent with Michigan Right to Work legislation.

- **NOTE:** Nothing in the application of Michigan Right to Work Laws impact the daily terms and conditions of employment of TAs. Union membership is voluntary; meeting the definition of a TA under the GEU contract is independent of union membership. One can be a TA, covered by the contract and enjoy all the rights and responsibilities of the agreement but not be a member of the union. Union membership is not tied to the employment relationship and is a private matter between the employee and union.

**Leave Time**

Several changes were made to Article 18, Employee Leave Time.

- Article 18 now provides for possible medical disputes where TAs may not be able to perform their employment responsibilities due to physical or mental health conditions.
- In addition, adoption and parental leave time provides for pay during the first work week of applicable leave.
- Finally, the language on jury duty has been refined with regard to payment for lost time and reporting back to work after jury duty.